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ABSTRACT 
Diazotia&tion Bnd ~zo=eo~pling reactions have been si~died &nd the 
results ~~"e Eeportsd o 
A kinetic study of the acid catalysed di~zotiaation of various &niline 
derivatives has been IDadeo The s~bstr&tes considered ~ere 204=dinitro= 
aniline9 4=nitroaniline 0 sulphanilamide (aniline=4=aulphonamide) and 
sulphanilic acid (aniline=4=s~lphonic acid)o A ne~ pKa value of lo4 is 
~Gpo~~&d to~ eulphanilamideo A study of the diazotisation of sulphanilic 
acid and sulphanil~ide in the presence of Cl=o Br=0 SCN= 0 and SC(NH2)2 
sho11s that the general catalytic trend Cl= < Br= < SCN= < SC(NH2)2 :!.s 
follol:Jed 9 l:Jh~eas for the corresponding ni troaa.tir!$ mgents the general 
+ 
reactivity trend NOCl > NOBle > NOSCN > NOSC(NH2)2 is follol:Jedo No 
catalysis l:Jas observed in the case of 204=dinitroaniline and this has 
been interpreted in terms of a rapid reversible nitrosation in ~hich the 
rate of the denitrosation step is greater than the rate of decomposition 
of the intermediate nitrosanunonium iono The bimolecular rate constants 
obtained for sulphanilic acid and sul~nilamide approach the diffusion 
controlled limit for this process in the case of NOCl snd NOBro 
Also reported is a study of the diazotisation of tBo heteroaromatic 
amines: 2=amino=5=nitrothiazole and 3=&mino=l 0 204=triazoleo Catalysis by 
acid and the nucleophiles Cl= and SCN= has been observedo The catalytic 
and reactivity trends described above have been noted for reaction of 
these heteroaromaticso The pK value for 2=amino=5=nitrothiazole has 
a 
been determined and agrees 11ell Bith the literature valueso 
In addition to the above studies of diazotisation mechanisms 0 results 
are reported of a study of the leaving abilities of various electrofugal 
leaving groups X during ipso=eoupling of 4=nitroaniline Bith 4=X=N0 N= 
dimethylanilineso The sequence of leaving abilities has been determined 
~ by product yield studieso Rate constants for attack of ArN2 have also 
been determinedo It is suggested that a substrate molecule (X=Ar=NMe2) 
acts as a base in removing the group X from the Wheland intermediateo 
of Durh~ bGt~sen October 1982 &nd September 1985 and has not been 
~ubmitisd for any oihGr degreeo It is the original ~ork of the author 
Th0 cop~ight of ~his ~he~is rests ~ith iho ~uiho~o No quoist!on 
from ii should be published ~ithout hia prior tlritts~ consent and 
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JUoo iBY ixtdustric-,1 S1!psrvisor 9 Dro Co Vivian Stead of IoCoio Ox-gcmics 
Division0 Blackl~ 0 Manchsstax-9 for his hslp and hospitality during 
my three monthe~ 'llrui®X' his dix'ect su.psrvisiono 
I 1.1oW.d also like to thank my coll®agt!SS 9 Tracey BX'yant 9 Dro Tom 
Msy0r 9 Pip MoXTis 0 and DX'o Stwe 1:Jhittlston for their friendship 
and us0f1!l d.iscussionso 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION to 
M&:HANISMS of D!AZOTISATION 
lol Cene~l Yntroductiono 
Ifl 1858 P0i~ Greis$1 discove~ed th® diczoti~tion ~eaeiion and 
~eaction io be on~ of the most interesting and yet one of the most 
eomplsz problems of organic chem:!.stey cmd many l:eviars a.nd. monographs 
on the ~ubj®Ct have been puhlished2=5 o 
RoSJeaxches into the mechanism of di2.Zoiisation @.X'e bassd. on the 
6. 
supposition by Bamberger that the reaction involves an initi~ 
N=ni trosation of the amineo This is supported by the fact that the 
rate of nitrosation of Nemethylaniline in acid solutions of concen= 
trations up to 6o5M parallels exactly the r~te of diazotisation of 
~line7 o The similarity bet~een the tYo reactions provides the 
strongest evidence that the rate determining st_ep in dia.zotisation 
is also an N=nitrosation8o 
The dia.zotisation reaction as a ~hole involves several steps as 
shotln in scheme lolo 
Cenarally the free base form of the amine is the reactive species 
~ereo In the case of a secondary amine the reaction stops afte~ loss 
of & proton because ~ protoiropic change to th0 diazohydroxide 1~ 
~t possibl® 9 ~ ~itn ~imary ~liphatic ~incs ihG ~eaction continues 
~ith th~ !o~tion of~ v~iety of de~i~tion p~oduct~2 a 
®,cid ru;d c~n bra X"egaxded simply as ~ c~:!.GX" of ih® niirosonium ion~ 
NC)'~ o Sevex-al niirosa.ting agents can be formed 9 ihsir exact nailll'e 
philes act as catalysts by reacting ~:!.th the nitrous acidium ion9 
H2NO; formed by protonation of nitrous acid 9 ~ forming covalent 
r1.1t~osyl speche (NOY) ~hich X"e2.ct tJith the aMin® ~s sho"'n in scheme 
lola Nitrous ~id itself is though~.to b® too ~eactive to nitrosate 
al!il:!.nras directly9 a 
The nitrosating agents under consid0ration in the p:g>esent ~ork 
are sho~n in table lola This list is not comprehensive but these are 
considered the most effective nitrosating agentso The different 
oo0ehanisms of dia.zotisation are described in the follol:fing sect.ionso 
NOY 
Nitrous anhydride 
Nitroua ~~~ium !on 
Ni trosonium ion 
Nitrosyl halide 
NOSCN Nitrosyl thiocyanate 
? 
NOSC(NH2) 2 S=N:!.trosothiouroni~ ion 
TABLE Ll 
= 3 = 
_lo2 --~he Nitrous Anhydride Mecha.nisiDo 
~ly !nvestigations10 into the m~~5m of di~oiis~tion of 
~nilift® and ~in~s of siooil~ ~ie!ty ~i lo~ ~eidiiy (eao 10~~ HCl) 
rooctru'lts u~~ involved th® order C~ith resp~t to each 'tf~s assumed io 
b® tmi iy o ~quat ion 1. o 1 'tfas proposoo by Hantzscil ruld Schiimann10 g 
Although no dixect evidence C~a.s obtained to shoC~ that the protona.ted 
~cid of each amine must be involved <Ml the amines t~ould be a.l.most 
completely protona.tedo This C~a.s supported. by other \:iorkers for diazo= 
b' t' 11 nd d . t' 12 b~sa. 1on a. ea.ro1na. 1on o 
rn 1928 Ta.ylor13 shoBed that the deamination of methylamine \:iaS 
third order overaJ.ll a.s expressed. by equation L2o 
(lo2) 
Ta!.ylor obtained the same result for reaction of ammonia. t~ith nitrous 
~id and the follo't1ing year publishGd the results of a. study \:ihich 
suggested for the first tiroe that the kinetic form of equation lo2 
could be associated \:iith a ra:e determining nitrosation14 o Schmid15 
later obtained a.n equivalent kinetic form for dia.zotisa.tion of 
aniline in sulphuric a.cid (ca.o Oo2M)o 
of these ~YO Qq.Uf.UoM shoW.d b® ~ccepi&ip but th® @iiw:!!.t.ion \:!C!.S 
fi~lly ~Gsolv~ by ~~~~16 tlh~ ~gest5d i~i wd~ose~ion by 
md~~ou~ ~ydxide (sch~® 1.2) \:!ould ~®suli in ihird o~e~ ~inetics 
M in Gqmtiion lo2o 
SCHEME 1.2 
Although this suggestion Y~s not immediately accepted it has 
been shoYn to bs correct and leads to the I'econciliation of equations 
1.1 ~nd lo2o At loY ~idities (c~. 1o=3M HCl04) and Yith reactant 
eoncentratioos·of the order 1o=3M the concentration p£ free amine 
is sufficient to reaat \:!iih the nitrous anhydride befoi'e a significant 
proportion has undergone hydrolysis to nitrous acid17o This means 
rats determining stage i~ thus formation of N2o3 I'athe~ than ita 
~ttaclt on ths 2JIIine. Therefo~s 9 undei: these ·eonditions 9 the overall 
~eaction note depends upon a slo\:1 inoi'ganic I'eaction and rate 
equation 1.3 Yas obtained. Since the acidity used to establish 1.3 
--...3 •• 10 1 \:!~S the same :MI tM.t used by E:a.ntzsch .,.,u, .. Schwnarm thei'S is itUs 
=' = 
d.oubt tha.t ihoy Yl!:lre essenti~lly obs®rviilg diazotis~tion 2.ccordir.g 
(lo3J 
th~ Yere using equal reactant coneentr~tions. The fact th~t the 
18 Ewlton9. tleB~llyn9 am Stedman Btudied the incorporation of 
18 . O=absl:!.OO.Yil!.tex' !nto nitrol!S oo:!.d (th® F®=0t1,U.ili:brimB-@t~}?l !n 
QchmG 1.2) Md found th2.t thG ~ts of this axcM.rlge is sscorni cneder 
in (~) ~ is much the same 2S diazotisation in Yeakly acidic 
media. This provides fm:thar support for ths validity of equation lo3. 
Thus the diazotisation of very basic aminas fo1loYs equ~tion 1.3 at 
loY acidities and equation 1.2 under mod~ately acidic conditions 
(ca. O.lM) after passi~.g through~ r0gion of 'intermediate order17~. 
This cha.nge occurs because an increase in the acidity of the medium 
results in ~ decrease in the concentration of reactive free amine 
Yhicb is ~ccompa.niad by a char.ge in the :r.-a.te determining step 
f~~ formation of N2o3 to its attack on the amine. ~eakly basic 
~ines react s1o~ly Yith N2o3 and so diazotisation folloYS equation 
1.2 even at very loY acidities19. For aniline (pK a 4.6) transition 
~ 
to third order kinetics is complete ~t about O.lM B~ l7&. 
In order to detei:"!iiine the bimolecular rate constant !or reaction 
of ~ substrate Yith ~ nitroeating agent (i.G. for the rate deteriDining 
= 6 = 
clt:r:os~ting ag~mt !BUSt O@ lmot1fto The ®quilibZ'imu eoMt<mt fob" fo:ru~= 
~tion of nitb"'u~ ~fthydb"i~G e~@ oZ'igi~lly dot~in~20 independently 
&nd this valu0 ~as g®n~lly ~cceptsd until :&"scently ~hen it ~as 
redeterminsd21 ~s 3o03 x lo=3 'dm3mol=lo This n~ valus 9 if ~ccepted 9 
m~M that th® previously determined not® constants for thG n.ii:!:'OS= 
2 
atiolll step in sehsme 1 o2 ro:s nooes~ily e,oont lQ tilnes grea.tm: tham. 
eM previously tho~hto Y!or 0xample 9 t.he ~te constant for reaction 
of aniline l:l'ith N2039 Ming the old K w.lnCll 9 tra.s a.bout 107 mol=ld.m3s=
1 
~t 25°Co Thi~ converts to & value of about 109 ~o1=1dm3s=l using the 
nEH K value &nd this is no~ quite close to th0 diffusion controlled 
limit for~ bimolecular encounter22 9 indicatir~ that N2o3 is not 
such ~ ~eak electrophile as had previously been thought ~ roay 
indeed be as reactive as the nitrosyl halidss23 (see later). 
The unc~i~ of the equilibrium constant value for formation 
of ni~rous anhydride highlights the probl~ of calculatir~ rate 
constants for processes involvir~ pre=equilibri~o I! the rate con= 
stants are to be me~ningful. then the equilibri'W!l constants .for forlll= 
&tion of reactive species 0 must be reliable and by the same to~en 
amine pK valu*s IDust be accurately determinedo Also ~~e early con~ 
~ 
troversy surrounding the acceptability of equa.tions 1.1 amd L2 
= 7 = 
A1 though. this mech:wism H~s noi studied in the:: pze.s~mi Hork it 
!@ .islptJriam to boo.&' in ~i.m! th® c()ooitic:Hw ~®X' uhieh H b~comes 
o~!cMt so iMt it cam b® ~"'foided in the study of the m~hanisms 
deecx-'ibed in ih® follo~i~ s~iionso 
lo3 Acid Caialysed Diazoiisationo 
in the eoncsntr~tion of tbs ~oto~ted ~ine9 it seems re~sonable to 
tru® initially for the more ~sic ~ines 9 such a@ aniline 9 ~hich 
undergo diazotisation by N2o 3
19o Ho~;:~ever 9 Hughes 9 Ingold 9 and Ridd24 
found that the diazotisation of 4=ehloroaniline in dilute perchloric 
acid follousd equation L4 9 and the s~e behaviour 10a.s obser.red. by 
LarkBorthyl9 for diazotisation of the nitroanilineso 
(lo4) 
For the ~ore ba..sic amines the ~cid = nte profile passes throueh a 
~inimuoo as (H9 ) increases 9 ~ter Hhic4 equation lo4 applieso This 
indicates that the nature of the nitrosating ~en~ di.Um.-131 from ib&t &t 
lo~ ~cidities since only one mole of nitrous acid appears in the 
rate equation and the reaction rate is noH proportional to the 
acidity o This equation is consistent Hi th a mechanism invol'll'ing 
rate determining attack by the nitrous acidium ion25u ~N0~9 
p~sssnt in ve~ 1o~ squilib~ium concsnt~tionsp or its dehydrated 
!obm 11 ihe nitrosonium io~ N09 (sch<2ms lo3)o 
There is no hard evidence for either of these species at lo~ to 
moderate acidities = in !act there ia no spectral evidence at all 
? for the ex!stenc® of H2N0211 although it ru.y b® involved 2.nd is 
genel:ally accepted to be so23 o The Nit~osonium ion has been observed 
in strongly acidic solutions and the equilib~ium constant for its 
formation has been determined26 spectrophotometrically as 3.03 x 10~7 
dm3mol~lo ~hus at high acidities there is no reason to doubt that the 
fiitrosonium ion is ths effective electrophile. The problem arises at 
1o~~ acidities from ~hich ~ost of the kinetic evidence for equation 
1.4 has been obtained. 
Benton and·Moore27 studied the nitrosation of hydrogen peroxide 
at loY acidities under tust~rd~ conditions ( (H2o2J ~(HN02}) and 
foW'lli that the observed £irst-=Oroer n.te constant (measured as a 
function of (s:2o2)) rea.chsd. a. lird tir.g value at about 1M H2o2 • They 
argued that since the reaction had become zero-order in hydrogen 
peroxide 9 the rate determining step had changed to formation of the 
-9 
nitrosa.ting agent and a.s formation of H2N02 involves a "r!ery fa.s"t 
= 9 = 
proton irans£0~ ihey B&r~ 0SS3niially obs~ing ~ate deteTmining 
. . 
fo~tion of NO?o HoB~ve~ 0 ii has b~e~ ~e~tGd22 that ih!s chango 
· ..,...a t.. ~ ~ ./! ~ 6' ....a ~ p n · ~ =-' .1\- 28 
"G© l?,@X'(J~&--g®:E;' ~.Y•<'fi.!.C£1 e;E .1.8G8 b~Ofi! C1 ffi«=b'l!ID Glll ®e"& C>l.!JM··.E~C~&l;)J 
oopporliftg GMideru:® for: ihiB auggest!on M..® b0~m x:m.blish<StL Y®t ooo~® · 
w:!.C!~aXlJ.:Q ~.in~t ihGJ mvol'\'.7~m0nt Q>[ NO<¢> t1i lou &:i.d:!.t:!.es arises f~om 
~ - ~ . 
ih.Gl Z'at® of 0 GXchange bet11eern uitrol!s ~cid end ua.tar and from 
iheoZ'eiical ealcnlations on the structure and reactivity of ni~ros= 
~t~ ~··mts30 o Pm:chloric 2.eid ua.s ussd a1s a sourc0 of H? in these 
&nd subsequent studieso The possibility of fiitrosation by nitrosyl 
p~hlor~te (ONCl04 )v though9 can be ruled out~ perchlorat$ does 
not form cov~ent nitrosyl compounds26 o3lo 
fa.s'% 
LarkBorthyl9 has measured rate constants (equatioa la4) for reaction 
of u~ly basic amines in acid solutions up to O.SM and found that 
th0 values did not vary appl:'eciably 1:1ith amine pK a This i.Ddic.a.tes 
2). 
that H2NO~ does not discximinate in its reactions uhereas the less 
=10= 
~eactivG N2o3 GhoBed eonsida~~bls variation (by ~ tact~ of c~o 50) 
0fid in tde~ f~il~ to ~eae~ ~iih Beak bases s~~h ~ ~=nitxo~nilineo 
~~@ t.,O,.;!,.&d=ezder&' ~ic:J ccnlBt<M1.is ( oql!ai!on L~) appE"o&:::h 2. lim.H.i~ 
22 ~~~o to~ ~ny subst~~~es 0 ii has b®en suggest~ ihai til!~ ~ep~es= 
~imolscru~ ~~tG COMi~tS for CllflCOW'li€!r betY®en aniline derivatives 
~ nitrosyl halidas (ssciion loS) have been shoBn32 to approach 
o diffusion controlled limit ~ since H2NO~ is eonside~ed a stronge~ 
®lectrophile than these species !i is sxpactsd ih~i encounter bet1:fean 
~lin~ derivatives and H2wo; tlill ~lso be diffusion controlledo 
~Bevex: 9 bimol@Cular rat® eol:!Stams fo~ reaction of substx-a.tes 1:1ith 
~; e~t bs deteX"iil.ined a,.e ihe ®q_uilibril!fii constant fox> px-oto.naUon 
of nitrous a.cid is not l!m1:1'Xilo 
Increasing the a.cidity fuxther (up to &bout 3M HClO ~) has tYo 
effects on the ~ate profileo F~stly 0 under these conditions~ the 
reaction is subject to a.ccelera.tion due to a. salt effect33 9 1:1hich 
ea.n be countered hy the addition of a. large 0xcess of a. neutral 
perchlorate salt. Secondly 9 for the lesa basic ~ines 9 the increase 
in acidity is ofisat by a dee~eass in the concentration o£ free 
basa X'esultir.g in an almost zero9ll:'der dependence on the acidity. 
Due to the relatively high acid concentration here it is more 
appropriate to use an acidity function in place of (H¢) in the rate 
0q_ua.tion34 ~ 
(1..5) 
= 11 = 
? &iiack of H2N02 on the tre~ base form of the ~inGo 
Wo&- ~om.o\tie €Jftinss IOOZ'® basic: 'iham th~ ru i~ilin~~ ih® 
(L6) 
This has bean explained 35 ° 36 in t aX'Iils of UA a tta.ek of the nitro sa. t ing 









This ~echanism is particularly important for strongly basic amines 
tlhich are ~os~ completely protonated under these conditions. An 
analogous reaction ~as studied by Thompson and ~illiams37 9 Yho found 
= 12 = 
lo~ Di~~oi!saiion At High Acidiiieso 
A t~he~ inc~e~ao in ihs ~cidiiy l>6M HCl04) ~esults in B 
d.sc:&'ease in the :&'eaction ~ie according to ®quat ion 1o 7 
(lo1) 
~his behavioU:&' has been observed to~ aniline9 4=nitroaniline9 and 
4=ioluidin®'4 0 Raman studhs38 KmV® ~O'I:fi'l thai W'ldiU.' thGSQ coooi tions 
Gf loY 'l:faier activity ih~ nitros~ting agent is NO~ ~d ths mechanism 
sho'l:fn in scheme loG has been proposed to explain the large isotope 
effect34 (~~ ~ lO)o 
NO'¢> AX'NH~ fast, '¢> H-:-~ 3 ArNH2NO ¢ 
-? 





The reduction in tbe :&'ate is thought to be due to a change in the 
~te determining step from the initial nit~osation to deprotonation 
of the nitrosoaniliniuro ion. The reduction in rate is brought ~bout 
= 13 = 
by iYO factor~. ~irstly~ N=nitrosation c~n b~~me Reversible ~t high 
~cidities 8s displecsment of NO~ by ~ proton is fa~o~ablG ~ rapid, 
loS ~lids Yon Cai~lysis. 
Xn 1937 Schmid59 yublished the results of a. study involving 
di~otisa.tion m the presem:e of halide icm~, ruthough catalysis 
of the reaction by halide ioru"J in tha foX'Iil ~! bydrohalic acids had 
been reported egliex;~O. Schmid proposed ~uat:!on 1.8 to accoW'lt for 
this behaviour o 
This refers to the nucleophile catalysed rea.ctiong ~here x= ~ Cl= 9 
Br=0 or I= 9 b~t the overall rate equation for the reac~ion ~ill 
also include a term in the non=nuclP.OphiJ:e ca.ta.lysed. rea.ction9 dep= 
ending upon the ~idity 0 ~s described fn the previous sections. 
Dia.zotisati9n in perchloric or sulphuric acid solutions containing 
mdded halide a.lso folloYS 1.8. 
Rammet~16 suggested that the above equation is consistent ~ith 
rate determining reaction via. ~ nit.rosating agent NOX formed by 
attack of halide on the nitrous a.cidium ion9 ~s sho~n in scheme 1.7. 
25 = It ~as reasoned ?.hat since catalysis by X tras observ"ed in cond= 
itions under ~hich formation of N2o3 Yas measurably sloY 0 the nit= 
rosa.ting agent Yas not formed by interaction of the halide ion Yith 
=M= 
'f.h0 sam~ lilrulneEo Thus 9 foy; ~X2Xi!plG 9 flitY:ous <'.lnhyd:i:id~ is forned fy;om 
~.i:ro; 1:1m! NO'i ~til~ '{,!'>~ ~1-1o IB@lct!ru®@ tJt Ri:l:~:s'ooo ~:1.~3 " 
SCHErlE lo 1 
Support for Hammet~ suggestion ~as provided by Hughee and 
Rid~25 ~ho c~ied aut their reactions using ~ suitable excess of 
amine so that the n.it:rosa.ting agent l:'eacted. as soon as it ~as formed.o 
This Y:esulted in Y:a.te determining formi>tion. af NOX.accord:i"'.g to L9 
& situation ana.logou.s to that :!.n the f!J.trous anhydride mechanism 
dascribad sa.rliero 
This corresponds to attac~ of x= on B2NO;P as the reaction is first= 
order in nitrous a.cid170o Although Hughes ~ Ridd ~eY:e able to 
achiave this condition in reactions catalysed by bromide and iodide9 
!t ~ not possible to achieve ~te determi~ fo~tiora of nitrosyl 
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~agaiiviiy of ihe chlo~in~ aiow on ih~ ~uilibriuoo concent~ation of 
~easoning ean b~ exiel'llied to €/Xpla.in the fact tha!.t catalysis by 
!lu.o:d.d~ :!.s not ~bsel:'Vro25 o Although it \:l'C!.S not possible to malts 
!ob'iilation ot: NOCl ~t® con~olling fo~ ~nil~ dax-:!.v2.t:!.vss 11 Stedman 
~~s 8blG to a!.chisve this condition fo~ the nitrosation of azide ion 
in ~n azide/ hydrazoie &eid buffer solution~1 o 
Equilibrium constants (KNOX) fo~ formation of NOel ruld NO:Sr 
~t 25°C havs been deterntined as 1.x.1o=3 dM61ilol=2 and 5x10=2 o.m6mol=2 
respectively42943 o Iodine formation ~events the determination of 
KNOy'~4 o The method used to determin~ lKNOCl has been criticised45 
and in viett of the W~Cert.2.inty over the equilibrium constant value 
for foi1ll.ation of N2o39 redetermination of these ~X values ma.y: be 
tilnely 9 a.ltho~h they have been G~idely used and lead to sensible 
bimole~ular rate constants for reaction of NOX \:!ith 9 for example 9 
&niline deriv~tives32 o 
Using these equilibrium constant values 11 Schmid calculated the 
bimolecular rate constants J.t2 (scheme lo 7) defined by lolO> for 
nitrosation vi~ NOC142 v46 v47 and NOBE-43946 o Rate constant values 
for reaction of NOCl \:lith ~ number of aniline derivatives Glare ~1 
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(1<'10) 
dspendenee ~ v~ slight since ihs basicities differ~ by ~ factor 
of ~~ much 6B 250o Schmid e~lculated these rat0 constants on the basis 
of ~ ~1 number of observ~tions ~nd l~t~~ conflicting results ~ers 
obt~ined 'ey Bllliams489 ~b.o used. an indirect method to determine the 
reactivities of NOX species to~~s mniline derivativeso The results 
~htNISd, that 9 for NDC1 11 ~ cGX't~in d~e® gf discr:!min;\tion occl.!T.i;sdo 
~ptonl) et ru.32 v studi~ the dia.zoiisa.tion of sever2.l anilin.e deriv= 
atives 11 eommcm to both the studies of Schmid and Billiaros 9 ru1d found 
that for ~ines ~ith lo~ pK~ values 9 e.g. 4=nitroaniline (pKa 2 l.O)D 
NOel ~as considerably lilOX'e reactive th.i.n NOBX'D as expected 9 ~hereas 
the reactivity difference ~s only slight for amines of pKa > 4. 
Plots of logk2 (equation 1.10) versus pKa cuxved off to a limiting 
value of e~. 7xl09 dm3lilol=ls=lo It is no~ generally accepted that rate 
constant ~lues of this o~er represent the diffusion controlled limit 
for ~ ·bimolecular encow"lte:!:'22 o Here a direct comparison can be made 
het~e<m ths 1t2 values for reaction of the nitrosyl halides and the 
eorxected values of ca. 109 dm3mol=ls=l for N2o3o 
In certain cases the reversibility of the initial nitrosation 
may become iMportant49 (scheme 1.8). This has been noted pa.Eticularly 
for the roore nucleophilic x= species at high ex=) and for those subs= 
trates ~hich c~ electron ~ithdra~ing groups32 o In fact 11 for sorns 
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SClm'!E 1 o a 
This is the case ~ith sulphamic ~eid50~ methylurea5lP and amides in 
~ener~l52 o In ih® present ~ork diazoii~tion o! 2~4=dinitro&nilins 
~xhibiisd no catalysis by nucleophilic species ~ this ~ill be 
discussed in detail in ehapter 3o 
lo6 Catalysis By Thiocyanate And Thioureao 
The strong catalytic effect exerted by the halides has led to 
th® search for other 0 possibly more efficient~ nucleophilic species 
capable of accelerating the rate of diazotisationo This interest 
~ises particularly froM the fact that secondarf a~ines present ic 
the body can undergo nitrosation to form highly carcinogenic N=nitros= 
amines53P and there is~ obvious need to identify potential catalysts 
for these processeso For exarople 9 hydrochloric acid is presen~ in the 
stomach and sodium nitrite is used as a preservative in cured meats 0 
and together the~e form the necessary ingredients to effect nitrosationo 
Thiocyanate 9 present in sa.liva 9 has been shoBn to oe ~n efficient 
catalyst and 9 in fact 9 is much more effective than either chloride 
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o~ ~omide2 ~o In smokers ~h0 concentration of thiocya~te ifi the 
sruiVQ. is IDu.ch {f.&'e~~e~ than in oon=smokexs54 a.nd this cc::mld be one 
r::d ~h® c~use~ of smokiftg'=induced CMCC'IX';:; a 
Nit~osyl thioeyan£~0 is st~bl® only in sol~~ion end is observable 
&J ~ blood.=~ sp~:ies (€ 8 100) 5©> o Th0 sY'l!c~ of tb.e lilolecule 
~. 
is not lmo~m Yi th c erlainty I? a.l though frcw Hard =and =Soft Ac id=Base 
(RSAB) theoey~H and ~he ~esults Q.[ X'ec:ent ab=ini tio oolsculax orb= 
!te\1 calcu.latioM;a P it You.ld seem that the NO gx"ou.p is al.tta.ched to 
The equ.ilibrium constant for this reaction has been determined56 
as ~seN a 30 dm6mol=2 2t 25°Co Thiocyanate catalysis occurs in 
the same manner as halids catalysis (x= ~ SCN= in scheme lo7) and the 
b:inet!cs U"e identicaL Bimolecula.J? rate const€Jlts have been obtained 
to~ reaction of NOSCN Yith inorganic substrates59 9 as Yell as Yith 
2JJ.iphatic amines60 and derivatives of aniline18928 ami these Yere 
gen~lly al.bout 100 times less ~han for nitrosyl bromideo Nitrosyl 
iodide may be about as reactive as NOSCN9 but quantitative in!or= 
w.ation is lac~ing since ~I is not ltnoYno 
Catalysis by thiourea has al.lso been observed and in this case 
reaction Yi~h H2NO; leads to formation of an unstable yelloY species 
Yhich has been observed spectrophotomet~ically in solution: 
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~hG nitJ:O~l h~lides ~ the e~ta.lytie effaet of 'ihiom:el!1 has been 
~tudi~29 ~ 60 o Equilib~iuro constants (~t 25°C) fo~ the formation of the 






Bronsted plots (logk2 vs pK~) for reaction of NOX species ~ith 
¢ 28 
seven1.l aniline derivatives ~ers linear fozo NOSCN and NOSC(~)2 
t1hereas for the less discriminating NOCl and N0'9l" the plots le~elled 
~r . ~ 1. 32 o.~. 9 as meniaon~ ear l.eE o 
Po~ a genex-2.1 substrate S the reactivities of these NOX species 
in the ~eaction 
NOX -c- S 
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!olloB th~ opposite trend 9 &s shoYn in table lo2o An ~l~tion 
fo-x: Mth @! these trends is ruforoed by ELSAB theoxy~)7 o NO-? is ~ 
borderline acid and aniline de-x::iv2.tives (to-x: G:)talllpb) ro:a ooroerUne 
and so less inclined to give up the borderline NO-? to the amino 
group (hence the greater reactivity o! NOel) or the solvent (hence 
the greater ~X value for the S=ni trosothiouroniYm ion) o l'he extent 
@t' e::~.ta.lys~s depends on ooth the .nts constant 11 k (above) 11 ~ the 
~uilibrium constant for formation o! NOX~ but it is the latter that 
has 2. gTeatel:' ef!ec'b on the overall reaction ra;te23 o Thus~ thiOUJ:ec\~ 
Bith ICmx :u 5000 dra61i!ol=2 11 1mB bsen t'oumi t.o bs ona ot' the· b®et 
catalystm to~ nitrosation ~ocesasao 
lo7 Alternative Reagen~ And Reactionso 
Other nitrosating agents have bean identified~> fox: example 
= 21 = 
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r.sspsct:!.vely o Catalysis by c2.rboxyla.ta ion ~ been obs~ed. but 
!~ thought to be a.n ind.ixect Gffect M Meb;te ~ bel'!ln sho"m to 
ca>,i~lys® the fo:ru~~tion of N2o3 1''(~"'6 ~ o f'l.er111 X"~';:mtlyv !wtrl:iiV®r v db:ec-G 
~t~o~t:!.on o£ N=m®thyl~niline and pipe:i:'a~in® by nit~osyl scetate 
h&s been ~eporled~ a 
Nitrosation ~eactio~ ~e not restricted to nitrogen siteso 
Many examples o£ 0= 2nd S= nitrosation ean be found in the liter= 
atuxoo<J u uell M C=nitrooot:!.om~ &nd the foXlil&t:!.oKll of o®t~ lO.itrosyl 
loS Struetm:e And Reec.tivity Of DiazoniUfil Ionso 
After his discov~ of lSSa1 0 Peter Greiss gave the name 0Diazo' 
to his n~ elass of compounds as he believed ttro hydrogen atoms of the 
benzene nucleus had been replaced by nitrogeno In later years theories 
on the structure of these compounds abounded and every combination 
of benzene ~ith tt~o nitrogen atoms ~as proposed as the 0 co~ect• 
structureo It tras not until the demonstration66 in 1878 that penta= 
substituted anilines underBent diazotisation Bithout loss of a subs= 
tituent that the idea of the presence of just one C=N bond in the 
molecule Bas acceptedo ~es~ am:d. latexo theories on the structure of 
diazo compounds have been reviwed by Saunde~sS o 
The IJIOdern viet~ 9 suppox:ted. by expei>:imen'ial evidenee9 ia of ~ 
~offiatic compound containing ~ single C=N bond and a triple N=N bond67 
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Alipha."Ue <H2,ZoE'IiWil ions ~l!'t~ in th~ vasi ftla',jority et cases 9 
Q~X'Gillely t.UWiabl® 000 lii2Jf haVG OiUJf ~ .flc~'iiflg ~.:ldsicn<::® 9 lo~iflg 
m ~X'Og'Gfl '?,t;J foKm Cl.®allliimi:!.ofl ~edl!~ts2 o XII-A (;;QErGz'awt 0 ~!i!a.t:l,c;;; dl.mzo= 
uU\!ffi ioruJ 0 'l:fhilst ooi ioo®.tiill.t®ly siabl® in oolniioi10 have nrocb 
lc:m~eX' li.htiroes :utd c&n i:w isol~iro M ~lis68 o k"l~H:~i di£Zonium salts 9 
though~ ge veey sensitive rutd lilal'\Y c~og'o nitr~ies) deiomts easilyo 
For thb reason d.i2Zonium compo\Wds tor: M® in synthe~ic chsmistx'y 
~®generated in solution and reacted 'l:f:!.ihont !solation69o 
The greater: stability o! ih® aX'omatic diazoniuru ions can be 
I II 
Thi~ charge delocalisation9 'l:fhich is of course not possible in 
aliphatic diazo-nium ions 9 increases the stability of the C=N bond 
and so reduces the leaving ability of nitrogeno 
? X~ay studies on several A.rN2 compounds have s.hol1n the N~N 
bond distance to lie :!.n the r:ange Ool09 = Oolll nw 9 'l:fhich is virtually 
the same a.s tha.t observed in moleculax Yl:itrogen70 9 indicating that 
in the ~lectronic ground state resonance foX"ii! I predominates over 
II and IIx68~7lo Further evidencl!'t !or this is provided by infra~red 
2290 CIS =l {X'@f o 72) \:fhich. is b~t\:f~®Xt 'i'.h$ R~ fE"aquency for molecular 
ni~og®n (2330 c~=1 ) 73 ~nd ~h@ $t~®tching fE"equency foE" the cy~no 
~o~~ (2255 c~=l fos PhCN) 7~o N=N bond multiplic!tiws ~ve b~®n 
dQt~Eruined ~nd lie in thG ~~0 2o65 = 2o85 61 o 
'!'h® se.ooticm.~ ct ®Z'o~tic c:H~oniU!!l 1.0~ &o ci: wo iyp<.;Jsg thos® 
in \:fh.ich. nitrogen is lost~ ~ those in \:fhich ii is retainedo EXamples 
of th~ foZ"iiler = lmo\:ffi ~s dsdiazoniaiion = au-e the Sa.ndmeyer 17 Scheima.nn9 
M0~ein9 ru1li Gomberg rea.ctiona 75 o Ey tax ihs li!OSi important and 
\:fidely us~ exampl~ of the second type is the azo=eoupling reaction 
described in det~il in chaptel:' So Diazooium ions also couple \:fith 
compounds con-taining active methylene groups (eo go the Japp= Klingmann 
reaction) and \:fith alcohols to form diazo ethers7~o Many other 
examples ca.n be found in reference 68~ pa.x:t.s 1. and 2 o 
Th® follol:1ir!$ ch&pter&J rapori the resul te obteined ili'A I'Sltu.dioo 
of th0 c1iazotiootion oosch.&n!sms described o Chaptar 5 reports & atudy 
of azo=eouplingo 
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CHAPTER 2 
ACID CATALYSED DIAZOTISATION 
of ANILINE DERIVATIVES 
= 2a = 
&ppli~ l~tez' to tlw lurteco~onw.t.ie &n.in®s (coop'f.<YX' ~) Mil. @.loo to 
QXiQnd SOfil® ~li€r.!;' ~oX"k in thi.s a.rea192 o The <Yilin@s under consideration 
tl~G g Sulphanilic Acid (aniline=4=SUlphonic acid) 9 Sulphanilamids 
(aniline=4=eulphonamids) 9 4=Nitroanilins0 ~nd 204=Dinitroanilineo 
conditions tlith ~ins concGntration in ~t least 20=fold excess of 
solubility pre~ented this ~ so first=a1:'der conditions Bers achieved 
Bith (HN02) >> [Amine] o All reactions Yere carried out at 25°C and 
perchloric acid Bas used as a sour.ce of H~ since nitrosyl perchlorate 
(ONCl04) is completely dissociated in solution
3 and so can bs ruled out 
as & nitrosating a.gento Cood first=erder dependence on [.HNb2) Bas 
dsmonstratsd by the linearity of the 'log(a=x)v vs 0 time 0 plots 9 and 
complications due to the nitrous anl'lydride mechani5IIl Bere not observed. 
For sulphanilic acid and sulphanilamide first=erder dependence on a~ine 
concentration Yas demonstrated. 4=Nitroaniline and 2 9 4=dinitroaniline 
have been studied previously1 (at 0°C) and th0 order Yith respect to 
Reactions Yere carried out in eithel';' & con~entional OV/VISIBLE 
spectrophotometer or a stopped floY instrument and monitored at constant 
Yavelength by folloYing either the increase in absorbance due to product 
formation (A.rN~) or decrease due to diminishing reactant concentrationo 
FtatG eonst~ntB quotsd in the follo\::l!ng sec~lons ~€11 averages of 3 to 
5 !ndivid~l kinetic run~P usually ~~p~od~cibl® to ~o Full details 
2a2 The K!ne~ie Equation 
Hughe~ 0 Ingold 0 and Ridd4 studied th~ ~eid e~talysed diazotisation 
of 4=ehloroaniline at 0°C in moderately acidic solutions and obtained 
equation lo4 9 \::lhich is reproduced here as 2¢1 for convenienceo 
As it stands 9 this equation provides no infoTmation about the bimol= 
€Cular reaetion bet\::leen the ni trosating agent ruld. the amine and is 
inconvenient as it is 'ttritten in terms of molecular ( 0 free') cone= 
entrationso Consider the rate=determining step: 
Be can replace the molecular amine concentration \::lith its stoicheiometric 
('total') concentration as follo\::ls: 
Firstly 9 \:l'e hav~ 







(H9 ) 9 ~~ 
No~P thA aqullibrium constant for the formation of s2NO~ is given by 






It is evident from this th2t i! 2ol i~ expressed in terms of th® 
=:H= 
fo~ the forma.tion of the nit~osating &gent 
Under fi~st=Orde~ conditions ((amine]>> (HN02)) 'tl'e can take this 
a. step furthe~ by ~iting 
By varying ( H9 ) a. range of values of k ca.n be obtained. and this is 
0 
the ltey to e'V'&lua.ting the rate~ constant l!:3o CleaJ:'ly there are tb'o 
possible limiting forms 9 depending on the acidity a.nd the nature of 
the ~ineo Fo~ strongly basic amines (eogo aniline 9 pK ~ 4o6) the 
a!. 
inequa.lity [H"'>) » 1{2', applies even at lo\:1 acidities "'hereas for "'ea.k 
bases such as 2 9 4=dinit~oaniline the inequality (H9]~ Ka applies 
oven at ~ery high a.cid eo~eentra.tionso Thus 9 the t"'o limitir~ forms 
= 32 = 
Xi. c2.n 'b® seen that acid catalysis should oruy !:'esuH tth~n (H~)«:: K~ 
~ ~lot9 of k© ~s (H~) ~e expaeied ~o 'b® ~in~o In b®iBee~ thes® 
'&'tl'O ~G>ffi®S OliM'l uorud ffipect (l1. K~lo-6 of k@ 11'~ (B:-¢>] to ©~G @00 EOOeh 
~ limiting ~~lu~ ~s tho t!:'~ition f!:'om 2o6 to 2.5 i&kes plaeo9 ~ thi@ 
b0hnvio~ ~@ b®Gn obs~ed ®x~®!:'im~ntally fo~ ~ny §Ubst~ie~5o 
Th® follotting sections describe the results obtained for the 
Due to the loB Bater solubility of this amine it Bas necessaTy to 
~ k3Ka.(HN02)(H9) 
(!!9) -¢> Ka 
Bhicb. has the same form as 2.4 • .Under the acidic conditions used in 
these experiments ttle ionisation of nitrous acid to nitrite can be 
neglected 9 a.rni all of the reactions Bere so rapid that the spontaneous 
decomposition of nitrous acid Bas not a problema 
As mentioned earlier.9 2p4=dinitroaniline is a very Beak base 
(pK !3 =4o5)6 a.nd consequently the limiting condition[:!:?]<< K~ 
Q 
applies. 2o7p then 9 becomes g 
= 33 = 
(2o8) 
is lik®ly to occur until ve~ high acid concentrations are nsedo Values 
of k obt~ined ar~ presented in table 2ol and sho~ graphically in (j 
Table 2ol ACID CATALYSED DIAZOTISATION OF 2 9 4=DINITROANILINE 
(ADtine ') a lo48 X 10 =Sw (mro2) o 5a44 z 10=~ A EJ 410nm 
(EI<C>]/M 1021t /s=l 
0 
Oo260 4o38 ~ Oo419 
Oo36Q 5o86 ~ Oo228 
Oo500 8o87 ~ Oo316 
Oo 735 lSoO ? Ool99 
0.996 33o0 ? Oo3ll 
At acidities greater than abou~ Oo5M HoC> it is more appropriate to 
use ~n acidity function rather than acid concentration as a measure 
of ac:idi ty7 o This requirement accounts for the upYard curvature of 
of the plot in figure 2ol 9 but unfortunately no acidity function for 
= 34 = 
0 a QQ (H~)/M 
OaO Oo2 Oa4 Oo6 Oa8 1 aO 
~oto~t:!.on of nit~ous has been ®val~iedo 
As~ing 8 line&r (R?) dependenc® ~t lo~ ae:!.dity 9 it i@·possiblo 
"¥,@ ~~<E.® ihG ih:!.X'd=Oro®£> ~~tG eo~t•~mt ~~ ~t 25@Co F"'t'o@. th® ~aphg 
~hich giv0s & v~ue fo£> k 3 of 2o5 dm6mol=2~=l ~t 25°Co Using this 
o n v~lue ~nd the v~lue of Oo37 determined at 0 C by L~kYorthy 9 the 
=1 &etiv~tion energy fo~ this reaction is calculated to be 52kJmol o 
the use of an excess of nitrous acid over the amine to ~chieve first~ 
order conditions and so the equations of the previous section apply 
here alsoo 
The K value6 for 4=nitroaniline is 0.1 and so neith~ of the 
a 
limiting forms apply since K is comparable ~ith (and at one point 
~ 
equal to) the acid concentration over the range studied (up to o.;M). 
Therefore9 fo~ this amine of intermediate basicity 9 equation 2.7 
predicts that the plot of k vs [H?] Bill cuxve to a limiti~ value 
0 
but just fall short of ito This behaviour Bas found experimentally 
as illustrated in figure 2o2o The ftOn=linearity of this plot prevents 
the direct determination of k3o If 9 hoBeverp the reciprocal of equation 
2o7 is used then an equation of the form y ~ mx? c is obtainedg 
n ieto lo An en>or has rs~id 11m ihe 'V'a),lU® ~ei~ r~rtd M 3o1 
dm6mol =2s=l in ih® o:rigim.l ~P~ o The correct v&llll® i~ 
Oo}7 dB6mol=2Q=lo 
= 36 = 
=1 ( -C>J=l Thnsv ~ ~lot @f ~~ ~s H Bill g®sult i~ & @tg~ight l!no ~ ~3 
e~n be d~ts~in~ t~om ih® slo~®o Bh®n ~pplying this i~eaiment it is 
ths folloBing cha.pte~s '=las Bsighted J,east=aquares lineal' ~egression 
~~lysis8 es descgibed in d0t~!l in ~pteb 6o 
Tabl~ 2 o2 ACID CATALY'SED DIAZOTISATION OF 4=NITROANILINE 
(Amine) 2 5o52 x 1o=5M (HNo2) g SolS z 10=~ ~ ID 245nm 
(H?]/W I =1 ~ s 
0 
Oo0964 6o68 ? Ool68 
Oo241 8o63 ? OollS ~. 
Oo482 l0o6 ? 0.193 
Oo732 llo6 ? 0.310 ~ 
Oo964 12.5 ? Oo345 
Elridently 9 ths x-ate const~nt k3 can <llso be evaluated using the 
intercept of the recip~ocal plot 9 but this ~equires a kno'=fledge of 






FIGo 2o2 == Acid CatalysGd DiazotiSBtioo of 4=Nitroaniline 
= 3~ = 
~t~itlo~hy [ v~l~®@ fo~ ~inGs uhich ~ibit thi~ ftOfi=line~ ~cid 
®, 
dGllp®nd®~®a Th® If. '1f@.lm; !a~ &}=fti t~orurll.inG MgJ 'b~en d®teX'minoo by 
~ 
~ny tlO~ke~s6 ~nd th® ~l~e of Ool is nou tl~ll ®siablish€do This valne 9 
dei®X'nlini:ng IC~ v~lu~so ThG calcl!lat€0. slop® of the ~eciprocal plot 
(figQre 2a3) yiGlds ~ third=Order Tate constant val~® of 2o7l x 103 
6 =2 =1 0 . =3 dm Mol 8 ~t 25 c· &Od from ih® inter~epi K~ a Oo092 mol dm p 
6 tlhieh .is !n exeGlleni ~eement tlith ihe liter~ture value o 







~ 7o71 X lQ 3 
(SLOPE and INTERCEPT calculated using ~eighted least=equares linear 
regression analysis)o 






0 1 2 3 4 
4=Nitroaniline = Acid Reciprocal Data 
= 40 = 
T.h® a\Ctiva.tion energy ca.leulat.ed using the above rC~.ie constant and 
el 1 =1 tm.t obtained c.t 0 C by ~lruorthy t-Ja.s 76 kJ mol o 
Table 2 o4 SULPHANILA..1VfiDE SUBSTRATE DEPENDENCE 
103 E (AMine ]/M 102 E lt ;~=l 
0 
Oo63l lo20 {> Oo035 
lo26 2o36 {> Oo052 
3ol6 6o05 {> OolS 
6o3J. 12o} {> Oo27 
The reasonably high ~ater solubility of this amine allo~ed the 
use of lo~ nitrous acid concentrations to achieve first=arder conditions 
ioeo (HID~«. [ArNH2] o No data on the diazotisation of this amine seem 
to be available in the literature other than a comparison bet~een 
diazotisa.tion by nitrous acid and by an alkyl nitrite9o 
As for 4=nitroaniline 9 the plot of 1!:0 vs (H~] curved of! and in 
this case a limiting value of k ~as reached at about Oo3M H~o The 
0 






0 2 4 6 
FIGo 2o4 == Sulphanilarnide Substrate Dependence 
= 42 = 
pK value for: sulphanila.mide "in the same fila.nner as fqr 4=nitroanilineo 
. ~ -
Liie~tuzc values6 li® in the r:angQ 2o0=2o3p Bher:eas the pr:esent method 
Yi®lded a ~~lu€l of lo4o Xn ~i(W ©f th® x~t till\i this l'd®ihod MS yielded 
confidence~ despite th® poor a.g:r;eeruent 'dith pr@vious oneso Inspection 
of the k vs (H~) plot &nd consideration of ®quation 2o4 shows that if 
. 0 
th® ~ value u0re~ sayg 2o0 (K ~ CoOl) then the plot shouid level off 
6\. 6\. . 
~t & lilUCh lo"'er: acid concentratifimo 'i"h€1 third=0rder r:a.te constant k3 
e~ bs ~val1..1a.ted using equation 2al0 9 Bhich is the ~uiw.lent of 2o9 
under the present conditions 9 amd the ca.lclllated slope of the recip= 
rocal ploto The value obtained in this 'daY Bas 9aOO x 102 am6 rnol=2s=l 
0 =2 =3 
at 25 Co The intercept yields a value of 3o77 x 10 mol dm for 
( =1 K o Using the limiting value of k taken as Oo236 s ) and equation 
a o 
2o5 a value of 3o62 x 10=2 mol dm=3 is obtained for Kao 
(2ol0) 
= 43 = 
~};):!,~ :Zo5 ACID CATALYSED DIAZOTISA.TIDN OF SULPHANI!.AMlll~ 
(AzNH2) o 6o39 z 10=3~ - (mro2) ~ 5al8 z 10=51'1 A 8 :norw 
10 z [H~)/M I =l 10 z k ~ 
0 
Oo237 Oo950 .¢> Oo018 
Oo474 lo29 ? Oo033 ~ 
Oo948 lo67 ? Oo046 
lo42 lo98 ? Ool4 
lo90 2o05 ? Oo027 
3o30 2o31 + Ool9 
4ol8 2o33 ? Oo20 
So21 2o36 ~ Oo033 
9o64 2o45 ? Oo087 ~ 
= 44 = 

















0 1 0 20 30 40 
FICo 2o6 = Sulphanilamide Acid Reciprocal Datc-. 
= ~7 = 
2.o6 Sulphanilic acid 
TaJ.blG 2 0 7 SULPHAN:O:.IC AC!!) SUBSTRATE DW~ENC."E 
102 X ( Am.in~) /M 102 x ~ /s=l ~ 
lo22 Oo5}0 {> Oo012 ~ 
2o45 Jl.o()S {> Oo072 ~ 
6ol2 ~o63 {> Oo077 
12o3 4on ? Oo()96 ~ 
This rulline bas been filUCh nsed M ~ nitrous ac .id trap = a conS= 
equence of the irreversibility of diazot.isation = and also synthet= 
ieally in the production of azo=dyeso ~ethyl Orange 9 for example 9 is 
diazotised sulphanilie acid coupled ~ith NpNbdimethylaniline12 o No 
data on the kinetics of diazotisation of this ~ine ~ere found in the 
6 The relatively large pK value for sulphanilic ~id (3o2) means 
e. 
that the inequality (H-e-] ;$> Ka applies at all but the very lo~est 
u:!.di"t.ies (--10.,~) and so oo acid catalysis should be observed over 
the acidity xoange studied 9 a.nd a horizontal plot of k vs (H-e-) should 0 
= .-?8 = 
FICo 2o7 == Sulphanilic Acid Substrats Dspsndencs 
m®ntionGd e~li®~p it is mo~® &ppropri~t® to us® an acidity function 
r~ther than (H?) ~ ~ m®ssure of ~idityo It is possible here to use 
the Ramrnett ~idity fnnetion7 h since this tr~s originally evaluated 
0 
using aniline de~ivatives13 v ~nd ~~lie ~eid is a typical 0 Hammett 
Base 0 o The plot of k vs h is 5ho~n in figure 2o9o 
0 0 
This e~ended catalysis has been interpreted for aniline deriv= 
~tives in terms of a.."'lother mechanistic paih~y involving nitrosation of 
the protona.tsd. ~ine in 11hieh NO <C> is bound initially to tha aromatic 
ring14 o This lilet:ha.nism ~a.s explained in section lo3 and is sho~n in 
For the additional catalysis oe have g 
RATE a 
0 
( ?) r 1 k3 A.rNH3 L=nr02;~o 








tra have 8 h ? l{ 
0 a 
and since b ~ K for a\11 b. in the range 9 this becomes g 
o a o 
=50= 
0 
nrnl i,h® lin~ h@ dep~rul€1ne'l 1~ p~~iet,cil.o The V<;\11.!® ot ~?P d~exmiftcd 
. 6 =2 =1 0 ~~i~ th~ ~op~ of ihis lin®~ ~~ 2o5 dru mol ~ ~t 25 Co T~ing the 
int®J;"C ®pi ot ~12) tlloJ(; ~ X'®!'))E'®!Mixrt thG 1im!l:Gi~ ~~lt!.® of ~g P t'h® t,hiro 
oxdeE' E'~i® constant k3 foE' ~s~etion of the non=protonated amine Yas 
. 3 6 =2 =1 0 CN~l1M!.ied l!Si~ ®qu.ation 2o5 ~~ 7 o3 z 10 dm 1001 s ~t 25 Co This 
(Amin0) a L23 X 10~ (I:INo21 :iS So30 z :w=SM A. 2 300m 
102 z (H{>)/M 2 I =1 10 X lt ~ 
0 
Oo964 5o44 ? Ool4 ~ 
9o64 5o68 ? Oo045 
4So2 6o94 ? Oo20 
96o4 10ol ? Ooll ~ 
145 15o8 <¢> 2o6 
193 22o( ? L4 
=51= 
I 
FICo 2o8 == Acid Catalyssd Diazotisation of Sulphanilic Acid 
~ 52 = 
Table 2o9 SULPHANILIC ACID h DEPENDENCE 
0 








2 o 7 Conclusion 
The third=Order rate constants obtained at 25°C for the diazo= 
tisation of the substrates under consideration in this chapter are 





I 6 =2 =1 ~3 d.rii mol s 
2o5 
2o7 X 103 
9o0 X 102 
7 o3 X 103 
=53 = 
0 1 2 3 4 





Fo~ ~ll of these subst~ates the expected behaviour Bas obse~sd ioeo 
~~t!on of the K val~® fo~ ~aeh ~bsi~~t® the ®ppro~~t® ~p® of 
€1, 
Gaeh plot eould b® p~edieiedv ~ith ihe ~eepiion pe~haps of the 
the more basic amines the ~ate constants are of simil~ magnitude and 
it is thought thai rate constants of this orde~ ~e close to the diff= 
usion controlled limit fo~ this process15o The value of k} fo~ sulph= 
anilic acid is one of the largest reported at 25°C and contrasts Bith 
the much loBer value obtained for reaction of the protonated form of 
the a.mineo 
=0= 
= 55 = 
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in ~hs DIAZOTISATION of 
ANILINE DERIVATIVES 
= 56 = 
3a1 Introduction 
~h0 nucleophile catalysed diazoti~tion of 4=nitroaniline has been 
1 
studied previously and th® ~te constants obtainGd in that ~ork Bill 
~nd ~ full eccount of ~s analytical methods and treatment of ~esults 
can be found in chapter 6a 
3o2 Derivation of the General Rate Equationo 
Catalysis by the general r.ucleophile x= occurs via thP formation 
of ~ covalent nitrosyl compound 9 NOX 9 ~hich attacks the lone pair of 





= NOX -¢> ArNE2NO 
Jf 'mx H~ JrKs l 
HN02 
? = Ax'NH9 Pi'oducts 




2 The ~~te=detsrmining step in this scheme is attack of NOX generally 9 
Bh~e the coru:sntrfll.tions .u-e molecula.r cow;ent~'~'>~ionso B'Q can deri:we 
®,n ~xpression for (uNH2) a.s in ehapt<n' 2 0 and using the expression 
for ~X 't10 can rsplaca [NOX) in the abov€1 ~uation g 
(oox) 
also 
Bhera 9 as before 0 the subscripts T and P refer to total (stioch= 





( [R~] 9 ~~ )( 1 ~ ~~x(H9)(x=) ) 
ti'ndm;> fust=Oroer coooitiooo ( [ Ji.z~) >>( IDJ02 ) ) 0 the observed first= 
oroer rat® constant is definoo. by g 
Since these reactions 1:1ere carried out under acidic conditions 9 
reaction via. NOX is accompanied by a reaction -wia. F'"2Nc; a.r.d so 3o3 
Yill also include ~ term i~ this uncatalysed reactiono This te~ 1:1as 




( [:(") {> Ka ) 
Since this second term is constant for a given reaction under the 
conditions used in the folloYing studies 9 it Bill be om~tted fro~ 
the folloYing rate expressions for convenienceo It Yill be referred 
to Bhen necessary in the manipulation of the above equation and Bhen 
COnsidering plots of It VS ( x=]o 
0 
=59= 
'fh@ folloYing sect.ions describe th~ ®Valuation of the bimolecular 
~to constants k20 for reaction of v~ious NOX species 0 usi~~ equation 
3o3o 
As ~ consequeY~C~ of the lot:r values of the ®quilibrium constants 
for formation of NOCl ~ NOBr (lol x 10=3 and Sol x 10=2 mo1=2dm=6 





( (11~) ~ Ke ) 
and one YOUld exp~t a. _linaa.r depandence of 1!:0 upon ex=) o The 
results obtained for diazotisation of sulphaniiic acid and sulph= 
anilaroide cata.lysed by chloride9 bromidep and iodide are presented 
in the follot:ring tables and shoYn graphically in figures 3ol=3o4o 
= 60 = 
(ATNH21T s la22 z 10=2M (HN02) o 5a02 s lo=5M (lt) 
102 ~ (c1=)/M k /@=1 
© 
2a50 Oo382 ? 
5o00 Oo708 ? 
7a49 Oa963 ? 
9o99 lo26 ? 
s~ ~ llo5 d~'mol=l~=l 







7ol9 ~ Oo041 
llo5 -;- Oo20 
l4o6, ? Oo055 
l7o0 -¢> Ooll 
=2 
0 3o58 Z lQ M 
= 61 = 
Table 3o 3 Sl.Jl.PHANILIC ACID IODIDE CA'!'ALYSIS 
1o3 z (x= J/H 1! ;g)=l 
@ 
loOl Oo687 ? 
2o02 lo36 ? 
-
3o03 1.94 ? 
4o04 2o57 ? 
StOPE D 618 dm3mol=ls=1 





Table 3.4 SULPHANILAMIDE CHLORIDE CATAlYSIS 
I =1 k 9 
0 
lc.l4 ? 
L97 ? ~ 
2.76 .;. 
;.so ~ 
SLOPE ~ 31.3 dm3mol=ls=l 





= 62 = 
(ArNR2] c 6a39 % lo=3M (HN02) 0 5o02 Z 10=5M (H{>) =2 2 4ol6 X 10 M 
(ArNH2) 
102 z, c~=J/M I =1 !t s 
I@ 
2o50 6o7') -:. Ool9 
5o00 10o7 ? Oo096 
7o50 13.4 ? Oo35 ~ 
lOoO 15o3 ? Ool9 
Tab1G 3.6 SULPHA.NILAMIDE IODIDE CATALYSIS 
=3 
::il 6o39 Z 10 M (HN02) 2 So40 z 10=SM ( ?) =2 H ~ 4ol6 ~ 10 M 













8 513 dm3mol=ls=l 
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= 65 = 
4 6 8 10 




= 66 = 
2 3 4 
FICo }o4 = Nucl~ph!ls catal:ysGd 
Diazotisation o£ 
Sul pha.n!lamid e 
= 67 = 
Fo~ both subat~ates plots of k
0 
vs (cl=) ~® linea~ 0 as expectedo 
ThG lin®~ity of ih® plots of k v~ ex=) ~uggests that th® inequality 
0 
], >> ~I(H-¢>)(r=) ~pplios :tn G.Q.c:h e~e 0 2.1 though the 'lf2.1'12.e of th® 
Gq~ilib~ium constant ~I i~ ~t knoY~o 
Th® slope of e~ch k0 vs (cl=] plot is given byg 
!32 (ru:mr2 )J H?)KaRNocl 
(H9 ) ? K€1 
9 3 =1 =1 &nd the values of k2 obtained f~om these Yere lo44 ~ 10 dm mol s 
~ lo96 z 108 dm3mol=lg=l for ~lphanilie acid and sulphanilamide 
~esp~tively at 25°Co The qualitative diffe~ence betYeen these t~o 
values is to be expected sines ::mlphanilic acid is a stronger base 
~ hence More susceptible to el€Ctrophilic attack by NOXo 
Fo~ both substrates the plots of 1!:
0 
vs (Br =) \::Jere distinct.ly 
e~edo The lo\:1 concen.:h'ations of bromide ion used rule out the 
possibility of dominance ~£ KNoBr(H{>)(Br=) in equation 3a3 0 ~hich 
Bould lead to ~ lavelling off of the ploto The curvature is consistent 
\::lith ~ mechanism in ~hich the initial rate=determining nitrosation 
step becomes reversible at higher bromide ion concentrations1 o 
k2 {> = NOB~ {> ArNH2 
~ Arm12NO ? EX' 
Jf~Rr H•jf K0 k=2 1 k~ 
{> = AENH-¢> Products mro2 ? H ? Br 3 
SC:f:m'o!E 3 o 2 
= 68 = 
~y ~pplying ~ steady=state approxi~tion to the reactive intermediate 
<;> ArNH2N0 9 ilw .folloBing ~ua.tion can b® derivoog 
X1s is ®~!dooi frofii '6hif9 '(.h3t ih® sht:;J9G of th12 ~ot of k ws (l:tf' ""'"] 
@ 
depeoos upon the relative magnitudes of lt:=2 (Br=) and k4 o '1\ro limiting 
conditions &re possible: Bhen k=2 (Br=) << k4 a, linear dependence of 
k
0 
on (Br =) is expeetedv Bhereas 1:rhen 1t=2 (Br =1 >> lt:.t the reaction 
should b® z~o=Ordel:' in (Br =)a This beha~iour is exhibited by b!:lth 
substrates = the plots of k vs c~=) being linear initially9 but 
0 
tending to level off at higher concentrations of bromide iono This 
remembered that 3o5 should include a second term due to the uncat.., 
~ysed reaction and this must be subtracted from each k value before 
0 
reciprocals ro:'e takeno This term 9 Bruch is numerically equa.l to the 
intercept of the k vs [Br=) plot 9 can be calculated as the various 0 
constants involved are knol1no Therefore 9 denotir..g the adjusted k 0 
( (H<?J <? ~~ )k=2 
3 





Hence ~ plot of (k~)=l vs (~~)~1 should yield ~ str~ight line9 the 
slo~0 of Bhieh Bill yield ihe valu® of k2o Th® plois ~~® shoBn in 
figso 3o5 mrtd 3o6 ~rrd the v~l~e~ of ~2 ~t 25°C obt~in®d f~om ihQS~ 
~er~ 9.99 ~ 108 dm3mol=l®=l oftd ~o77 ~ 107 dru3ruol=ls=l for sulph~nilic 
0 =1 ~id ~nd sulpha.nilarnide :t>espectivelyo The inte!"e~ts of the (k
0
) 
VS r~=1=l plots yield V~lues of th~ ~iiO ~=2/k~ for e~eh SUbstr~te 
~nd this provides a rueasur~ of ihe relative reactivity of bromide ioft 
io"tJaros the nitrosammoniU!il !on 9 AX'NH;N01 o 'J."he deduced ratio Ba.s 13 
in each case a.nd this Bill be discussed in more detail late:t>. 
T~blG 3.7 SU'IPHANIL IC AC :ID EROlv:IDE R:F.l:I?ROCAI. DATA 






0 10 = 






0 (k 2 k = Ool47) g 0 
SLOPE c 2o83 ~ 10=3 mol dnl=3 ~ 
INTERCEPT o 3o75 x 10=2 ~ 
As mentioned earlier the plots of k
0 
vs (I= J Bere linear indicat= 
ing·.that 1 >>~OJ:( R-oo )(I=) tlu'oughout the rangeo Unfortunately the 
bimolecular rate coMtant for reaction of NOI Bith a substrate cannot 
be deteiillined since knoBled.ge of ~OI is lackingo F.oBever 9 it is of 
interest to ~a.lua.te ll:hor for each amine using equation 3o4o From 
the slopas of the h: va (x=) plots these values Bare determined as 
0 
k~OI g 8o51 x 107 dm9EOl=}g=l for sulphanilic acid 9 and 
3o53 X 106 d09ggl=}g=l for sulphanilamide9 both at 25°Co 
= 71 = 
0 1 0 20 30 40 
F!Go }o5 == Sulphanilic Acid Bromide Reciprocal Data 
= 72 = 
0 1 0 20 30 40 
= 73 = 
3o~ Catalysis by Thiocyanate 
1 » KNOOCN[scl'r)( H~) applies througho\!'i ih@ rru'l$e despite the 
t~t that ~X. is lugG relative to the halides (n::NOSCN 8 30 run6mol=2 
5 ~t 25°C) o Hence the curvature of the ~0 vs (x=) plots can again be 
~ttrib~ted to th~ ~~Q~Sibility of the initial N=nii~sa.tion stepo 
ThG bimol®Cular rate constants k2 fo~ reaction of each amine can 
be obtained using equation 3o6 ~nd the double ~ecip~ocal plots 
(figso 3o7 & 3a8)o These Yare 3o52 X 106 dm3mol=l~=l and lo22 x 105 
dm3mol=ls=l for sulphanilie aeid and sulphanilamid~ respectively at 
25°C 9 and the corresponding ~=2/k~ ratios Yere 24 and llo These latter 
values are compared Yith those for bromide belaY. 
Catalyst Sulpnanilic acid Sulpha.nila.mide 
13 13 
24 11 
In gene~l k=2/k4 ratios increase as the electron Yithdra.Ying ability 
of ring substituents increases! suggesting that the major substituent 
effect here is in the denitrosation step (k=2). Similar effects Yere 
found in the halide catalysed denitrosation of nitrosamines6• The 
fact that the step k=2(x=) can compete Yith k49 Yhich involves proton 
tranfers and loss of a Yater rnolecule 9 may seem unlikely 9 but the evi~= 
ence is quite clear from a variety of different experimental conditions6 . 
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~ there seems to be no other plausible explanationo 
Sine® k~ is exp®ctcd to b® indep®ndQnt o£ th® nucleophil® these 
~~tios give a di~ect comp®rison o£ th® ®ff!ciences of th® tYo anions 
great but for sulphanilic acid the values shoY thioeya~te to be the 
Table 3o9 SULPFT.ANILIC ACID T!UOCYANA'!'E CATALYSIS 
=2 
g lo22 X 10 M 
L74 
(FIGo 3ol) 
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'r2.bl~ 3.10 StJLPHANILIC ACID TEIOCYANAT~ REx::IP!tOCAL DATA 






Table 3.11 SUl.PEANILAMIDE THIOCYANAT~ CATALYSTS 
103 x (scN=)m I =1 k s 
0 
L74 lo05 -:- 0.09 
3o~9 2.09 9 0.05 ~ 
6.97 3.70 ? o.oa 
1o.; 5.07 ? 0.10 
(WIG. 3a3) 
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150 300 450 
F!Ga 3o1 == Sulphanilic Acid Thiocyanate Reciprocal Da~ 
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100 200 300 400 500 
FICo 3o8 = Sulpha.nilamid.e Thiocyam-.te Rsciprocal Da.ta. 
= 7~ = 
TC>\bl€1 3.12 SULPHANILW.IDE T!!IOCYANATE R.ECIPROC.U. DATA 





3o5 Absence of Catalysis for 2 9 4=Dinitroaniline. 
An attsmpt ~as made to study the diazotisation of 2 9 4-dinitro= 
aniline catalysed by bromide and thiocyanate ion. Ho~ever 9 in both 
cases a!. 'Zex'O...()rder dependence on ex=) ~as observed 9 the values of ic0 
rl$'iia.ining con.sta.m ( ~ithin experimental er.roS') as the nucl eopnil e 
~ence to scheme 3.2 9 ~nich involves a reversible N=nitrosation stepo 
The rate equation derived from this 9 by applying a steady=atate 
= 19 = 
:0 
k2k~K&~~(.mro2jT(J{=)(H{>) 
~~c~=J ~ E4 
fi:!!'."!?li={)ro~ eorrm.l!.iioMu li:al9~® lliG M® g)i,' ( HN02 )'P iMi~ @[ (Az'NB21'? 
ilm the ~00'\7~ Gf.i!®iioi'ki> Ixil ~wiioKA :h?P i ~ ~ ~imd oW~,~ too~ it 
k=2(~=) beeo!D®61 com~2.blo ilffi ~i~® ~@ 11~ (~ e~ ©lecm; ~i hi~h 
c~=1) ih® plot of Eg 'IYS ( ~=1 'tiill le9Gl off o ThGl C051plsi® lack of 
c&i&lysis fo~ 2~~~inii~o&n!linG c&n ~~®to~o be unde~siood it ih® ~iG 
of ihG dsni i:!!'."oa&iion eli®J9l is much grooi~ ih&xl\ ih® x>&i® of dtOOOID1f0!21=> 
H.ion ol ihs inism~tUa\iG niiro~oniWJ iolil io fom ih® pxoo~:h1.ei 0 LGo 
if k =2(~=1 » E~ th®n tkli® ~bov® ~Squa.tion ~edl!cs$ tog 
for many substrS!.tes co~TU.ining electron t!ithd.rat1ing groupsv such a.s 
sulphamic S!.cid7 0 ure&8 v and amides in gen~l~o ~e strong electron 
-} = ArNH2NO io"tJS!.rds X o Under ths presGnt conditione~ thsrefors0 thG 
above equation is nmileric&lly equS!.l to thG "'verago ll: value obtSl.inG!! 
. 0 
for ~h rmclooplllHC!lo HotlGV®X'v no \M!Isfml info~tion c&n brz~ obt~ind 
frorn thiSJo 
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~® fo:1:: th® o~h~ melooph.f!.®g al~o;)l,dy eoru:Jic!G~~ irt thig elw.y;reero 
B~(;',U.SG @1: ihG l~g~ "~mll!G of in® ~u.ilib£'1.m~U ec:n"!Stal.m for 
{> 
fo~tion of th® ftit:!::osothio1lJ;'Onium iort (ONSC(~) 2 P ~OX .::~ 5000 
6 =2 (i) xo dm 1001 ~i 25 C) th® iot~l th:ie!w;"~ eoucentra>;tioM must b® co~ectsd 
{> 
tloosru.s~ ~ fa1.U'l;r large proportioli'l \:J'!ll b® 'Gi&l. l!p a1.s ONSC(NH2) 2 o This 
is don® by ea1.le~l~ting (NOX) es follo\:J'S8 
fll'stly (mro2J,r 8 (BN02)F -> (NOX) 
~nd secondly- (x=)~ 8 (x=)F -c- [rox) 
(Nox) 
also ~ox 8 (HN02 )pi x=)J a{>1 
and by coMbining these expressions Be obt~in the folloBing: 
(oox) 
R~ement of this results in a1. quadl:a,tie equa_tion 1:1hich can be 
solvGd for (NOX)o Subtracting the values of (NCX] obtained in this B~y 
from th® co~esponding values of (x~1T gives (x=)F for each runo This 
Bas ca.rried out for both substrates and the results are presented in 
the folloBing tableso 
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T~bl® 3ol3 SULPHANILIC ACID THIOUREA CATALYSIS 
IT. I =1 @ ~ 
Oo29!} 9 OoOl-4 
Oo521 ? Oo023 
Oo735 ¢ Oo029 ~ 
T~ble 3ol4 SULPHANU..L\MIDE THIOUREA CATALYSIS 
ey~~Go J.'tg~,t.fi<.E'v thi~ e~~m;-® i-9 nt~zoioo~w ~o thG GffGCt of [.!.\'OX 
@!?! ~h® dGoomiEID~ozo of ®qQ&ticm. 3a 30 t:rhieh -w~h~ ln ~tu.d® from 
lo2 ~@ lo 1 ov~ ~his &'~rig® <:Jf fsc(w2) 2) o Th® e'l.!b'Va.tm;-® b.ezoe is so 
sligh~ 0 though9 that it is ~ossiblG to ~® ~n appro~imation and 
ignozo® th® effee~ <:Jf ~0~(H9 )(x=) Oft 3o3o Thus YS haveg 
as b0fo~eo From ihs slopes of the t~o plots (213 mo1=1s for sulph= 
a.nilie acid and 127 mol=1s for sulphanilamide) the bimolecular 
~ate constants fo~ reaction of these substrates Yith the S=nitroso= 
3 3 =1 =1 2 3 =l =l thiouronium ion Yere 6a03 x 10 dm wol s and la96 x 10 dm mol s 
0 for sulphanilic acid and sulphanilamide respectively at 25 Co 
3o7 SUJ!IlllarY 
The results presented in this chapter shoY that for both sulp= 
catalysis Yas observed due to the electron Yithdrawing effects of 
the two nitro groupso The bimolecutar rate constants obtained from 
the data are presented in the table below.together with some data 
for 4=nitroaniline taken from reference lo 
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s~~!li~ ~@ia Sl!l~i1allilid® _ . lJ [} ~=N'iiX'Offift1.lift(il 
NOOl loM % l(Jf) lo~~ Z 10 £:} 2ol0 Z 108 
NOBX' 9o99 E U:lJ ~o77 Z 101 ~o30 Z 107 
NOSCN 3o52 % 10 6 lo22 X 105 
<¢> 
6o03 Z 103 E 102 ONSC(NH2)2 lo96 
mn:n (8o51 Z 107) 6 Oo53 X 10 ) 
~ksd decrease in eha values of the rate constants do~ each column 9 
io~s the substrateo The follo~ing reactivity trend is no~ ~ell 
established 9 having been observed for many substrates6 o 
Ho\::J'I'!IV~p the overall rate of ths -reaction is governed more by ih<S? 
magnitude of the coru~Ul.n~ Kxmz than the rate of reaction of NOX 
\::J'ith the substrate(,"o· NOI is omittsd from the discussion since values 
=EU= 
~Hhc:mgh H. h~s b@€H'l. sugge~tsd th;:~.t NOr is ~bout ~s X'eactiv~ <1~ 
~ fti:~:!;'@syl ihioc~n~t® o 
s~~:nmly 0 th@ !:g~ v~lll®S foX' oolphamlrun:!.de al.X'eJ eooo:!.~t!Emtly 
l®s@ ilmn ih® eaX':!:'esponding v~luG~ foX' :rulpha,nil:!.e ~eicL This .i~ 8 
:!.i roo:!:'® rrocloophil.ie and hencG moX'e suscepti'ol~ to attack by NOX 
introduction o£ ~ second nitro group is sufficient to remove catalysis 
Th® k2 values reported :!.n th~ table above f:!.t reasonably ~sll 
onto the log k2 vs pK~ plot~ illustrating that the susceptibilities 
of ~line derivatives to ~lectrophilic nitrosation by a variety of 
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Woillo (.;g~~@l!ilv J o~o ~)9&;@~ €J ]))ollioMo t1H:U.~0 JJ o C1l~o OOtJo ~~h~~ ~o XX 0 1~0 (1~1~) 
J'olillo mid«!lo ~0 ~®\"loo lio ~l®o (1~61) 
!ro S4Joo!~ & ~o H8lb.ro0 ~ooo'600o 0 !Iv (!95~) 
Ho &M!i@ & !:loGo FomW. 0 f:iooo-G&lon 8So 63].Q {1951) 
Go S-G~ & PoAo~o t1i&WWJ9~J J o ~10o &©op 5196v (1963) 
Do1oHo Yilli@i'll<ilo AdV!o PeySJo OX'go Chlffion lj,p 381o (1981) 
Jo ~it8~~Eiekn To~o f:l~~v MoEo 0°NGi11 0 & DoLoHo ~illi~Gv 
Jo ChUo Sooo Pm>~!li! 'rr~o XXo 927v (1984) 
Go 1Wl1~tt & ]J)oLolllo tfUU~11 J o Chmo Sooo ~~ldll'& 'n'&lE!@o XX 11 
13721) (1900) 
Mo Y~ot<Ov To Y~v & Ao T~~ll111 J o Foci! Hy~o Jplllo 11 189 
5090 (1977) 




DIAZOTISATION of HEI'EROAROMATIC AMINES 
=86= 
'!~i~~~o ©n ~ho to~t~o~ ©l @~BSo~~ ~©&O ~~ ~1~ ~~1W5~~VG~Q 
l?®'!5UWG1y f(ii1:J mm\:1\.oo ~Wtil 00011! ~G @lll t!nG 6\i~@~!ooii!.@ll! oft ]Q\G'ir.ISI&'@= 
&oc:mi!© ooiln®&l tJ!m!eh QEG ©ft iJ.llWX'OOQ:\1.~ OOE;.lD~,icl ~E'ib~® iJ.!ii\ ~Q 
iilMl!f~tm:>e of a~o dyG~o I.n ~G iooportC'\Klt BOKlOgx'~ph t:zy 2d>lling~r1 
BXed on ~ brgG ec&lG &nd &ES vr:Jey hlporl~i boo~ueG @! ~eU3 r:JEeGl= 
lent b~ightnGSB ~nd high~ intensity ~bso~tion ~@~0 ~ b@rns o~t 
by the allilOUKlt of pat0nt liteX"eituz>a on th® wbjoot)) o HGt0rocyclic 
di~onium &lts &e &lgjo interGatili'lg M ~nth~ic int~ediBt0~ foE> 
the prep&ration of comJ?OlUli!S of potGnt!t\l phaH!a.c~ticcl w&luo4 o Of 
the studies th&t M'ITG be®Ka ~00 ~km~ th0 ~~t ib:lpori&lai !® tOOt 
of Kel~tz!s5 tlho ~tud!ed the kinetic@ of di~otie&tion of ~ino= 
pyridines in dilute acid solutionso 
In g0ner2l 0 thG d!~zotisation of.' heteroarom&tie aminGs is con= 
6 aidsr~ to i~olwe the ~e st0ps ~ for mniline deriwatiwes 
~=N~ <--> 
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(ho~e ~h~ symbol ~ ~epTassnts ~ hete~o~om@iic Ting roinQS ttlo 
hyd~og~n !l1iroS~) o The )?X'oauci® (X) &G diMo co3po'M.d® t:Jhich N:'G 
~0n0~elly ~o~® ~i~bl0 th£n ih® oih®~ ID~oc~og~ s~eh di~o co~po~~ 
~om~tic ~!ng pos~~sa~~ ~ hydEogsn ~tom ~id!c ~nough to be do~ied 
to the lilediWEI 1o An e:iU'Y'DplG of ihi® !s found in tha diazotia&tion of 
8 
substituted aminop~~olos g 
In somo casGs ~e&ction tlith sodium nitrit0 in acid solution 
leads to the formation of ~ stable p~imery nitrosamina rathar than 
~ diazonium ion4o This tlas noted by Gehlem9 tlho isol&ted ~primary 
nitrosamine miter ~e&ction of a 4=N=substitutsd aminot~iazolo in l~ 
hydrochloric ecid solutiong 
ThG &cid conc0ntrntion he~o is c~itic~l since ~t lotl®X acidities 
aciditi®s chlorodedi&zoniation occurso This phenomenon is ~ feature 
of the di&zotia&tion of many ~ines of the higher ~zolos mnd provides 
= 88 = 
d:b::ect Groideoos for the intermedia..ey of pr~ :ru. troS&mines in 
~he ~i~@ti~tio~ ~rOCGQQ4 o ThG gt~bil!ty ot ihG~a wr~ nitro&= 
<~ti) 
N-N 






A lebile proton in the molGCuls ~ill be involved in tautomeric 
mllot1ing diazonium ion forlll2l.tion to occuro Diazonium salts deX'ivGd 
coupling reactions of b0nzsnoid aromatics as described in s~tion loBo 
Thus 9 in thG case of hsteroaromatic amines SQveral products are 
formed 9 deperniing upon the structurQ of the heterocycleo If &n Midic 
proton is present diazotisation leads to a diazonium &&lt end a diazo 
compound 9 Bhere~s in th~ absonce of such a ~oton ~ primary nitro&= 
amine may b0 fo~ed t1hich takes part in a tautomeric equilibX'ium t1ith 
a diazohydroxide stabilised by hydrogen bondingo A certain amount of 
di~onium a&li is also present 9 its concentration incraaaing Bith 
the acidity of the mediumo Dimzotisation of O=mewbersd hQterocycles 
results in the formation of diazonium salts or theiX' dediazoniation 
~ products o Primary ni trosamines have not bsen isolated or directly 
detected for these systems and the ~e ~~iety of products as found 
4 
t1iih the five=membered ring compounds iEJ not encou.ntorGd o 
= 89 = 
~o2 Scg;;?G ~t lli® P&'asent Bork 
It ~~ of i~t®r®rnt to caet&bliah ~h®ihsr the ~~ c&i&lyiic 
inflnonco~ (of ~lido io~9 thi@ey~i® ~@~9 ®teo) ~ oec~ !n th® 
of ncid~ bromide ion0 ~nd thiocyanate ion on tha r~tG of diaz~tisation 
gs rsadily dia.zotised in strong ozy&cids io form the corres~ruiing 
diazoniurn S&lts Bhich may ba isolat~~ 2=AMino=5=nitrothiazolG (I~ 
beloB) forms a highly reactiv® diazonium salt and ~ 0X&mples of 
11 12 its ~se in the manufactura of azo dyes ca.n be found in the literature 0 o 
13 Angyal and Angyal suggested that the diazotisat!on of primary 
N=h~tcaroaromat:!c &minas involves the non=protonatGd species' Bbich0 
becausca @f deactivation of the ~ino group by the ring nitrogen0 
rGQCt only in concentr&ted acid solution Bith the atrongly electro= 
philic nitrosonium iono ThGy ~lso suggestGd that thea stabilising 
rsaona.nce of ths typ® found in the benzcanoid &romat:!c systems 
=90= 
(chepts~ 1 0 po22) doa~ not GEist bei~ean the N=hat~@~om~tic ~ing 
ruW. ih0 d:!.<:1ZOJniUID g.v:O'\)lJ9o 'l'h® ~QgJt,G;d t\b~?J@nc® of &Z'~t1c ~kw.X'e.ci@x> 
fZ'OO ihG~G diMcmi\!!8 :!.C:m&J t1~ GOM!<i®~~ Z'08~Mibl® ifOE .\l,hQ.)!g iOOit\b== 
Hiiy "t:Jhieh t7M eorup~w t1!ih tMi ©f tho !l>li~Ue @!ezc:m..il!E! i@M o 
KBle.iz!~ 1~ poi~ntGd ouiv hotl0Vex>v th~i di~oi!~t!o~ doa~ occ~ 
in dilute ecid solutions in 't:Jhich ths concsntr~i:!.on of NO? :!.~ vs~ 
lO't:Jo !n f~ci 9 Kt\l~tzi~ studied ihs diezoi!~tion of 4~inopyrid:!.nes 
end &hot1ed ih~i thm ~e~ction involved the ®ndocyclic=N=~ot@n&iGd 
&minGo Alsov ih<il el.X'gumeni ID$&inst ~i~bilising reaonanea is Mi just= 
:!.fioo sinc<S hetaroarom&t:!.e di~oniwn salts een be isolated ruld coupled 
t1! th ~lka.Hns j!J =naphthol 5 a 
In ~inothiezol<ils there ~® it1o pos~ible proton&tion sites = 
the exocyclic (amino) nitrogen ~tom ~ ths endocyclic (imino) nii~o= 
geno It has been sho't:Jn that substituent effects in 5=aubst:!.tuied=2= 
~inothiazolas are satisfactorily expressed by the orm~ta valu~s of 
15 the substituents o Hot1avsrp the us<il of q~2 does not give &ccept= 
able correle.tions t1ith axperiment&lly detexroinsd pKe v&luas for 2= 
5minothiazolss ~ 2=NvN=dimethylaminothi~olss substituted in p@a!t:!.on 
5P end this strongly supports the conclusion that the endocyclic 
16 
nitrogen ato~ is th~ more basic of the t~o o The pKa valuss of 2= 
17 &minothi~ols itself have been measured ~ 5o28 (ox- ths endocyclic 
nitrogen ~toD and =3o22 for the amino groupo 
The &mine under cons:!.dsr~tion here 0 namsly 2=&mino=5=nitrothi~= 
zole 9 is only slightly solubl® in t1etar and sop as fo~ the n!troc 
mnilines 0 ~eactions ~ere carried out uith nitrous acid in eEcesso 
It tl&a necessary ~o follou ths decrsaes in intensity of the long= 
= 91 = 
(Amin0) 0 5ol0 Z 10=51'1 ~D ~o;lilll 
102[HN02)/M lo2(:e:o()>VM 10:5~ /f!J=l (i) 
lol7 4o8} lo72 -()> 0.075 
= 
2o3} 4o87 3o40 -()> Ool5 
= 
4o67 4.83 6.71 -()> 0.27 
= 
undergo diazotisation ~i~ Gither the proto~ted or non=proton&tsd 
forms. Therefore 9 the raaction schemG for thia ~inG is as folloBs: 
h'oducts 
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Th® ®t!p~Sroor!pt. 10-c-'0 on t.h® X'il\ie coMi&ni !!; !® ll\~W h~® to diet= 
iflgU.igh E~i® co~i~iiD foE ~emction @i ~siii~® ®~~i®~ 0 i~ iho 
't:Jhere A &Jn.d WI. -c- &X"e the nwtr<>'>l rutd Jj)X'oion~;hd ~in®B respscihely a 
Appl!c~i!on of the proto~iion ~~ilibri~ foE ~? give~g 
k D ~f&LHN02)JH{> J -c- l!:;cmro2J,.(H-c-J2 
0 ( H9 ) ? K~ ( H?) -c- K& 





s ~t 5(HNo2 )JH?) ? ~(HN02 JJH-c-) 2 
& 
The da!.t& obt&ined in the study of ihe &c.id c&ta.lysed cU.&Zoii~Uon 
of thi~ mmine ere presented in the i&ble belOtla 
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T&bl® 4 o2 2=Amino=5=n!trothi&zole = Acid Q&t&ly~ie 












5o95 <{;> = 
7o25 <{;> = 
SLOPE D Oo0390 00l=ld~3~=l 






From the eJ.bove equations H. c&n be fJIS~Sn thal.t t!he!ll K = la-o-) one 
- £I 
could ezpeet a plot of k ~a (H-¢-) to be curvedv conv0X to the k 
0 0 
u:is &nd bscoriling lineu ~s [H?) >> K is approachedo Using th0 rep= 
8 
15 
orted K value of 0.25H (endocyclic protonation) for this amine the 
a 
plot should exhibit pronounced curvature up to about 3M H-o- (~awning 
compensation for medium 0ffects and th0 application of ~ suitable 
acidity f~tion). No CQrvature ~as observed over the ~id range 
Oo05=0o5M Md thil!ll ~ou.ld seean to indicate that the rsaction involves 
only th® neutral thiazole moleculev since this Bould require the 






FIGo 4ol == Acid Cat~lyssd Diazot!aation of 2=Amino=5=nitrothiazol0 
= 95 = 
Esmi!.i H K << (H{-) but in this CI.\SS /i', non=Z®Eo iniexocs~t 'H'OW.d b® 
~ -
obaSX'VIW.. (oo® ~no ~o})o Xru:Jp0ciion f>f f~o &}al ooot1@ tM.-& ih® 1ni®Z'= 
E'®ptl!X'tW I{ 'W&l\l\® of Oo25M !!2l !!il SX'E'OX'o A®S'I:lX!Bi:i'}$ iW1i ih® ~ wclu® 
~ ~ 
;!Q ~tlW.lly ffi\!ch l~geE ihnn th!81 one cou.ld ezpGCt the obasxved l!n~ 
Clspend®ncs as [/i', ,.,. (H9 ) ®.ppH.s~a The possibility t!M.i :«:
5 
« (H<C-] !e~ 
X"W.d out by the gsEo intsrc~i of the plot a Sooondly v if the K v&lus 
f', 
iE~ coX'rsct then ths data>. m~ no~ b® rel!&bls &ilince K~ ~ (H-::-J p:i:sdici!'iil 
cuzvatursa Neither of these iBo expl~tions is satisfactory 0 p&rtic= 
1.11la.Ely the form®X' a In &nothsx- :&'sport 18th® K v&lus for this SYil!ne iB ~ 
given &s Oal2M and bscau~e of ths reason&ble &greemsnt bstBeen this ~ 
this reason a full discussion of acid catalysis Bill be left until ths 
end of this section Bhere & second atl!dy of the kinetics is reporteda 
4o3o2 Catalysis by Bromide 
As is ths case for many amines~ the diazotiaation of 2=amino=5= 
nitrothiazole Bas found to be catalyssd by added bromide ion9 pres= 
wnably via the !ntemediacy of NOBro The k
0 
values obtainsd in the 
@tudy are l&id out in the table belo~o The plot of k
0 
va (Br=) is 
l!n®ar B!th & non=Zero !nteroeptv as shoBn in figo 4o2o 
18 15 Sines the K value of this amine is relatively ~11 {reported ~ 
& 
M Oal2i'l and Oa25M) it is expsctsd t~t the electroi'fl=!::1ithdrat7:f..ll$ 
eff0ets of the protonatsd endocyclic nitrogen atom Bould reduce ihs 
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(Amin®J Q 5a07 Z 10=5~ (H~) 0 4o~l Z 10=~ (HNo2) o 5a22 z :w=~ 
















SLOPE 2 Oo0237 mol =ldm}s =l 

















0 availability 0 of the lone pa~ of slectrons on the sxocyclic nitro= 
ms ~as mentioned 0arl!er 9 the pKe value of the exocyclie nitro~en atom 
in the parent moleculs (2...aminothiazole) is =3o22 (ref o 17 ) and the 
introduction of a 5=nitro substituent ~ill reduce this 0ven furthero 
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F!Go 4o2 = Nuclet)pki\il!S Cai&lySJad 
Di&zotis&tion of 
2=Amino=5=nitrothiazol® 
= 98 = 
!8l!t® <Ml:tl1 oo th~ mi® coru~rt-Nl't 1!2 foZ' E~ct!om. c:>f ihG ®min® 1.::1Hh NOX 
t:/lli'l lMl @'ij'&l\l'&i~ @y Sf!JGJWi'li~ 'tMi li'OOC~!OIO. OOCW<."IID '17i@ 't12~ ~®UiZ'®.l 
'&h:l.ffiZOl® BOlGcul® oru;)J' 0 ThlW 1(1® 00'17'<ll 8 
AE~ 
1!:2 
Ar NH? NO ? X = NDX ? > 2 
1l~x Jl K~ 1 
HN02 
? = 1.\.rNH-c- Px'oduciSJ ? H ? X 3 
Since ihiSJ i~ ihe ~~ ®.S mchSM® 3al (page 56) the same Z'~te equation 
(3o}p po58) epplies~ subat!tui!ng [RN02)T foZ' [ArNH2)T ~!nee in the 
~ssent study niirou~ ecid is in ®xcesso From ihe p1ot 9 then~ 1.::10 haveg 
[ 1 l ?) =1 3 =1 Slope ~ k2 HN02 T H KNOBZ' s Oo0237 mol dm s 
= 99 = 
(Amin®) g 5o07 z 1o=5M (H~) ~ 4o42 E 10=~ (HN02l D 5o20 E 10=~ 













SLOPE~ Oo}58 mol=ldm}~=l 
=3 =l INTo o 5o05 z 10 s 
~ Oo04 = 
~ Ooll = 
~ Ool4 = 
<C> Ool4 = 
<C> Oo50 = 
~ Oo84 = 
= 100 = 
AFJ fo-e bx'om!d09 th® int®-cc®p~ @f th® kc ~s (sew=) J?l@i yi®ld.m & 
~ 6 =l 
v&lu® of 2o20 mol d0@ fo-e ~30 in ~csll®ni ~s~®nt ~ith ihs 
velue obt~insd pr~iouslyo 
ivities of thssG NOX species iG ihs mYD® 0 io®o NO:Br > NOSCN 9 ~s 
sho1:m by the bimolecl!lar x>&ts cons~nts of 202 mol=ldl!!3~=l M.d 
5ol9 mol=1dm3s=l for sach spsci®s rsspect!velyo Also 0 the general 
C&t~lytie trend SCN= > ~= !a obaerved in the re~ci!on of ths thiazols9 
as tlas th0 case for the aniline deriv~tive~ studied in c~pter 39 &nd 
for many other substrates19 
4o3o4 Acid Catelysis in the Presence of NUcleophiles 
catalysed reaction tl&S und@rtaken in tlhich there tlas ~ constant cone= 
entr&iion of a.ddsd nucleophileo This tloW.d enable the evalUi'.Uon of 
the rate constants k2 for reaction tlith NOBr ~ NDSCN from a rather 
complex rate equation derived from e scheme involving both neutral 
and proto~ted foriMI of tha substrate (ses sacUon 4o~o2)o Ho1:1ever 0 
later consideration of the K value for this amine suggested that in 
~ 
this case reaction tlould probably occur via the non=protonatsd mmine 
only o Thus it Bas possible to evaluate 1!2 for re&ction of NOBr ruld 
NOSCN toithout recourse to this &cid dependence in th® presence of ~=a 
= 101 = 
pX'<Jv!ii.G &~. ID~ of Qhoo~ii'l$ Olil th® )lill: 'i7clt!O g[ m® ~ilil®o [', 
Fb~ acid emt~lyaia in ih® p~®®enc® of ~= (~suooing ~ ~s~ctiolil 
of ths }?X'OtomJ.tOO !Nllin®) tJ® M.v®g 
1!2( HN02)T (H
9
) ( R=)K~KNOX 
(H9 ) -c- Ir& 
(4o4) 
.f:!,s beforev if [H9 J -::= K~ then the &bove 0q"M.tion prsdicts cm-vaturs 
of the plot of k vs (H~)o The data for ~id dependence in the 
0 
presence of ~= and sew= ere presented belo~ and sho~n graphically 
in figo 4o}o 
In both cases plots of 1t
0 
vs [ H9 ) trers el!X'Veclo U tfS lilOtf take 





and so plots of k~l vs lH~]=l should result in straight lines9 the 
i~ercepts of t1h!ch tJill yi~ld the VQlue of the conat&ni g o ~he recip= 
e!, 
= 102 = 
(Amine) o lo76 E 10~ [ llliD 2 J 03 o o o2ooo 
10 E (H-o-)/fi l03k /®=l 
(l) 
Oo26} lloO -\)> Oo53 = 
Oo 738 ~2o0 <(? lo} = 
lol9 27o4 ~ lo5 = 
lo67 29o0 ~ lo7 
2oll 26o9 <} lo3 = 
3o25 27oS ~ La = 
(FIGo 4o3) 
= 103 = 
':rBl.bl® 4o6 Acid Dspsndene~ ~t (sere=) o Oo0255M 
(~!~~J 0 lo54 Z ~0~ (mm2 ) o 10o02031rt 
10 z (l'iV>J/H 10)}11 /0=1 
@ 
Oo214 ~o03 -} 
= 
Ool8 
Oo446 5o}8 <Co Oo24 
= 
Oo912 8o79 -} o.,;n 
= 
lo35 llo9 <0- Oo6} 
= 
1o82 12o5 <Co Oo59 
= 
2o30 l~o4 <Co Oo65 
= 
T~bls 4o7 ?I = R B~ R~iproc~l ~i& 













= 10t1 = 
FICo 4o3 == Acid Dependence in the 
PJS'essnce of eonsttmt 
(Nuclsophil®] foX> 
2=~ino=5=nitrothi&Zol®o 








0 10 20 30 40 
'iJ Thiocyaoo~s 
6. Brot!!id~ 
= 106 = 
+; = Table 4 .. 8 H SCN Reciprocal Data 
(H-ao]~l/M=1 =1/ k I!JI (J 
46 .. 8 ,30 





SLOPE = 6.09 mol dm~3s 
INI'. = 45.3 s 
(FIG. 4.4) 
From equation 4.5 we have: 
-2 6 -1 Using the value of 2.19 mol dm s fork} obtained in sections 4.3.2 
am 4.3.3 we have K • O.l74M (from H+/Br-) ani K = O.l76M (from 
a a 
H+/SCN-) which are in good agreement with the literature values of 
18 15 
O.l2M and 0.25M 
= ].07 = 
~hi~oltiD oo~ y.10l<Aed bi0ol®tnal& J?t:rt® ©olm~J~E'n.~@ ffoJ? J?oo.cUora @f ~hi10 
~in® tlith NO~ (A o ~0SCN) ~~ich follo~ ~h® ~G ~~®ftd ~® ~ b®®n 
oba®nd coooist®ntly in ~too!®@ ©f th® !!W.clso~H® oott.Uy®<W. lf@€\,CU.oM 
of th® anil!n® d®~!~ativsa ~sport®d in this 1::1ork ~nd !n ~~ oih®rs19 
Roociidty ? 
Ca ialytic a ~ = < SCN= 
Efficiency 
both the protonatsd ~ non=protonmted ~ubstrats 0 nor that involving 
th13 non=protom.tsd &Wine aloneo This is support~ by the fact ihe.t 
variation of (H~) in the presence of x= yielded curved plots of ~0 vs 
(H~) in both cases (x= o B~=~ sc~r) 0 as predicted by equation 4ol tthen 
K ~ (H-c-] 0 1::1hsrsas by ~aeying lEI-c-) 1::11th oo nucleophile present a line~ ~ 
plot of k
0 
vs (H~] was obtained (~lbeit 1::1ith fairly scattered data)o 
These H-o-/x= data yielded K values of Oal74M and Ool76M 0 agreeing a 
very trell 1::1itln 0aCh othax> and the literatUX's values of Oal2M and Oa25Mo 
=2 6 =1 = The V&lue for k3 of 2ol9 mol dm @ ttas obtained using the ~ and 
SCN= catalysis data9 both sets of data yielding the sam® value adding 
yet more 1::1eight to the argument ~inst the validity of the original 
acid datao Xi ttould seem 9 then0 that reaction occurs via the non= 
protorw.too foX'iil for ecid catalysiso The x-eaction schems !SJ tMl follotl~g 
= 100 = 
<()> NOX H2No2 prcdncis A ~ prod'I!Ci® 




cyclic &minas u!ih no l&b!ls hydrogen &tom cmn yi0ld ~t~ble ~!mary 
nitrosa~:d.nsl:!l4 o Sooo® circums~nti&l wids~® illl wppol"M:. of this tms 
0X'Ved initb.lly uhen th® re~tion MixtUX"® 1:ms sil!Gd t1ith & bu.ffers:d 
(pH 8) conpling compon~mto Thi~ID test t-:ras cru:.Tisd out in order io 
to form an &zo dysv the spectrum of uhich Bas to bs com~~ t1ith 
that of & sample of dye produced on & preparati~e sc&le (sse ch&ptsr 69 
page 169) o This dye uas a dark blue colour rutd oo the ydlot-:r colour 
could not be attributed to thiso 2~Amino=5=nitrothiazole itself is e 
yelloB pot-:rder but a neutr&l solution of similar concsntr&tion to th&t 
of the X'ea.ction Mixture uas a ~ery pa.ls yello't:r v -not as intense M the 
buffered reaction solutiono Hot-:r~0&' 9 this evidence is obviously not 
conclusive anrl further studies uould be required to establish tlne nature 
of this yellot-:r compoundo This Bas not folloBed up in the present uork 
since the solutions used to monitor the reaction bec&me colourless 
(from the very pale yellou of the ihiazole) &nd co~ld be coupled t1iih= 
out the yellot-:r colouration appearingo 
4o4 3=Aroino=1 0 204=triazols 
C=&mino=l 9 2 0 4=t~i~ols!ID bsh&v® &m no~ ffiEommtic ~in®@ &nd ~® 
6\iezo-tisetl i&'! e.q;uemw minoEBl seidl9p foE'BS~ ~i63om~ rnHm '\::Jhieh 
20 ~1 ' (gOU;9l® t:Jit.h ElE'O~t.ic mdn®@ ~ ~®Ml@ 0 o ]j)yG€J ~lffi'ivct! .ii&>@iil 1 0 2 0 4= 
t~i~%o1~@ havs ~ovsn ~®ful to~ ~ly®et®x> ~ ~lyncx>iloniix>il® t~b= 
~i~6322 o The Ei~ N=H born!!. in ths cU~oniWB ion iiD E®]iiO~tetA23 to 'b® highly 
2~ 0 
acidic ruld its pK kuw been !DSEl.Sl!X'ed MJ Oo~ ~:G 0 Co Ar; !3enUonsd 
®, 
~1isE0 miDinohateEo~o~tics eont&!ning ~ch mn ~c!di~ ~Eotom to~ 
di&Zo compounds on ~s&ction t:Jith Ditroms &cid 0 ~ thi~ ~ b~sn obs= 
srved in the case of }=amin0=1 0 2 0 4=i~i~zo1024 g 
(I) 
24 Vill&XTa.s~ 9 et al 0 kw.ve etll:di~ ~cid=bass 0ql!iHbX'b. in 
di&~o=azoles 0 including ~ino=l 0 2 0 4=tr!&Zole 0 &nd EepoEi that (I) 0 
spsct~& of the reection soll!tions in the pEesent t:Jo~ and 0 in fa.ct 0 
the appearance of this peak ~as lASed to follo~ the ~ea.ctiono 
The orde~ t:Jith respect to nitrous acid '!::1M sho't1n to be unity and 
the data. ~e presentsd in the follo't1!~ t&bl~o 
4o4ol Acid Cat&lysed Diazotisa.tion 
ReactioiW '!::1ere carx-!sd O\!t l!ndar first=Order ccnd!U.ooo ( [mro2) 
>>(Amine)) and thQ kinetic equmtion derived for 2~ino=5=nitro= 
= 110 = 
T&bls 4o9 Nii~oQ@ Acid ID0pendsnc@ 
(.Mdn®) :0 1 o98 s :w=5!d ~0 200m2 
1ol (HRD2 )ft1 102 (EX.;.)~ lO~h /GJ=l ()) 
Ll7 4o85 2o49 -<> Oo0}4 = 
2o3} 4o77 6o;)2 -<> Ool}O = 
4o67 4o83 »:3o2 -<> Oa250 = 
non=ze~o intercept is obssrvsd 9 'tThich indicl!l.tes that both mwtF.&l ~ 
~(ID!02)T(H-:-)2 
(H.;.] -c- XC@. 
ooo{4o6) 
25 The K w&lue for 3=amino=l 0 204=triazole ~a been determined es ~ 
6a8 ~ 10=~ (imim>=nitrogen) M.d so [H?) » K~ throughout th~ acid n.nge 
(tebls 4olO)o Eq~tion 4o6 0 then9 becomesg 
&nd ~ linear depemience of 1!
0 
upon (H?) is prsdictedo This linoo.x-
dependence 't12.S observed 0Xp&riment~lly and from the slope &nd inter= 
=2 6 =1 ~, o 1620 mol dm @ 
= 1)1.1 = 
'l'&bl0 4ol0 3=Amino=l 9 2g4=tria&ols = Acid C~tallai~ 
















SLOPE o Oo151 wo1=1dM3~=l 
INTo D 5o53 X 10=3 ~=1 
{> 0.01 = 
? OoOl = 
{> Oo03 = 
{> o.o, 
= 
-c- Oo(}5 = 
-c- Oo()5 = 
A o 280nlil 
= 1.12 = 
10~ ;@=l 
@ 
0 3 6 9 12 15 
= :Ul3 = 
9 1\roX H2N02 
pll"od'l!et~ < A pX'odl!cts 
rr., 
Ka ll H9 ~2 
9 NOX H2No2 products < 9 AH-o- !!{> products rr., 2 
By taking into consider&tion th~ protonation equilibrium involving 
A ruW. AH{> ~ and &lao the ®quilibx'ium tor tol'nw.tion of NOX~ caque!.tion 
ooooo(4o7) 
Th® first tYo terms in this equation represent the acid c&t&lysed 
= 114 = 
~o~t0s dsscribsd in ihs ~svious ~®ciionv ih® ~scond iBo ~sp~easni 
ih® mcl€0pbil® c~~&lysd X'Ol!i®~o Sine® ( II-o-) >> K tmd®X' ih® pX'®S®lrni 
/"', 
co~it!oU£ ((B~]>OoOIM) thi~ ®ql!~tion Q~plifi~@ t@g 
ooooo(4o8) 
(Amins) o 5o63 X 10=~ (H-e-~ :6 Oal35E (mro2) a 5o0l X 10=~ 










=1 3 =1 SLOPE o 0.212 ~ol dm s 
=1 INT • .a Oo0281 ~ 
? Oo04 = 
? Oo05 = 
~ Oo20 = 
~ o.oa 
= 
= 115 = 








1o z (Bx' =JIM 
(.~W!!no) 
= U.6 = 
~ 
D 1o2.!} E 10 !'I (H<C-) 8 1o20 z 10=~ lHN021 















SLOPE o 9o77 x 10=2mol=ldm3~=l 
INTo D lo67 X 10=} ~=l 






o ~o96 z 10=:.>H 
UnfoTtunaiely 0 sinca the slopa of e&ch plot is given byg 
t:~e &X'e rult in m position to wal~t0 the individual r&ta coMta.nts 
k2 and k~o These may bG determined by varying the &cid concentration 
in the presence of & constant concentration of the nuclsophile x=P &s 
described in the follo~ing sectiono The above d~t~ do~ ho~sver 0 ~llo~ 
the calculation of the intercept of the k0 v~ (x=) plot !or Gech 
= !17 = 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
nnclsoph!l® mnd ~h!~ pro~ides & ~~~i of ihG E®12~b!liiy of the ~ &nd 
~ ~&l~®~ dGi®~i~~ in ~~i!gn 4o~o1o Th® !ni®~C®pi !G ~i~®~ bws 
=1 For bro~:Side eatcl.ysis ~h0 e&lcule.ied inierc~~ iGJ Oo0259@ gmd for! 
~hiocy~~i® ~ ~81~0 ot lo46 z lo=>~=l is obt&in~o ~bess ~G !n ®Zcel= 
lsnt ~s®msni tliih ih® ~sr!m®nial ~~ss @f Oo0281~=l ~ lo67 z 10=3 
~=l resp~tiwelyo 
4 o4 o} Acid Dspelil:dencs in th® Px'®a~Sne® of Nl!clsoph.il®® 
The &cid cet~ysGd r!0~ciion of }=&mino=l 9 2 9~=iriazole i~ ths 
lB]D2J 0 Co03 Z 10=~ 
102k /11.1=1 
0 
Oo227 2o52 {> OoQ966 = 
2o63 {> 0.0928 = 
2o75 {> Oo173 = 












P'IGo 4o8 = .Acid Dspen:dancs in the 
Px'essncs of Constant 
(Nuclsoph!l®) fo~ 
3~!no~1 0 2 04=t~i&zolso 
= 120 = 
[Amin®) o lo21 E 10=4~ (HN02) 0 9a96 E 10=3~ 
lOz( H9 )ftj 10~ /rJ=l 
@ 
Ool73 Oo273 9 Oo0072 = 
Oo}6} Oo}ll <0- Oa0099 = 
Oo66} Oo370 9 Oo01o·· = 
Oo966 Oo~29 <0- OoOl} = 
lo50 Oo535 9 OaOll = 
(FIGo ~o8) 
and from the plots of ~ vs (H9 ) for these reactions caxried out in 
0 
= ~ the pr0sence of X ~e can determine the r~t® constants ~2 and k2 in 
the above 0q~tion for both nnclsophilesa 
For reaction in the presence of eech nucleophile linGQr plots of 
~ ve lH~) uere obtained (Ugo.~aS)a Referring to ?.he &bove equation 
0 
tre haveg 
= 121 = 
Slop® o Oo0277 mo1=1dm3@=l 
=1 Xnto o Oo0247 @ 
ciD.nd ao ths rete eoruJt@.nts El.X'a g 
h:,2 D 6 =1 ' =1 lo62 E 10 mol Woo ~ 
( nQ!ga t! vs) 
For thiocya~tsg 
= 122 = 
Loa ~E&' :> ~sew Th0 fa.c~ ifi&t n~tilwo Et1to eoll19iBnt8 !w.we '!Jem'l 
~bi~!m~ fox- ~e&ci!on ot ih® ~oto~i~ 5ffiin® c~~ bG ~iiE!b"i~ to th® 
@ffi~ll w~ua~ @[ ihs ~lopern of iha ~loi~o ~ ~11 ~oE !n iheB® 
~ould ~esult in laxgs s~or~ in ths walu®~ @f k~o S!nca ih® !nts~cspt~ 
~a ~eb.ti'll'ely lru:-gs 0 ~axticul~U'ly fo~ BE=0 ~11 0rxoo~a t1Ul xmi !:uw® 
~n ~ppEeciabls sftsct on the walus~ of k2 tlh!ch should th~®to~e b® 
~sliablso Despite the n~&tivs rats const&nt~ ihs E®~t~ indicate 
cl®£\X'ly that the Xl!Hl=protona.ted M~ine ifl ih® mo~s Eeac:U'Il'e of ihs i't1o 
fo~~:J &nd in fact it maw b® tM.t k;-:: Oo Xi is imaraat!~ t.o rwt® ih&t 
N=endocyclic proto~tion ~sd~ce~ the E~tivity iotl&rds H2NO; by ~ 
facto~ of about 500 &nd it may t1sll bs the case t~t this ~oton&iion 
is sufficient to reduce to zero the ~eactivity to't1~S the 't10aker else= 
irophils NOXo This adds 't1eight to the suggestion that the thiazole 
is a 't1eake~ base than the triazoleo The situation is ~logous to that 
of the enilina derivati'll'es 't1here reaction of H2NO;/~? 't1ith the proton= 
ated amine can occ'IU' but thers is no e'l!'idence to suggest that reaction 
occurs bet't1een NOX and ArNH; (ioeo ~; o O)o The difference 9 though0 !a 
that proto~tion occurs at a site remote from the reaction centre in 
the triazole0 a difference 't1hich is reflect~ ~ the fact that proton= 
ation in sulphanilic mcid (for example) = ioso ~oio~tion ~ the reac= 
tion centre = reduces the rate constant ~;>by ~ h.ctoZ' o£ '000 (section 
2o6~ page 50)o Asswning iha.t k~ a 0 for both NOBr and NOSCN ihe valuss 
of the slopes of the respecti'll'e ll:
0 
'Irs (x=) plots &X'~ calcul;\,ted to be 
= 22~ = 
Oo216 mo1=1am38=l ~nd Ool30 ooo1=1dn3@=lo uhich ~®in ~ood ~esment 
eith ih® ~s~i~sninlly doi0~i~ed w~~®@ of Oa2l2 col=!do~@=l ~ 
Oo0977 DOl=l~3@=lo 
~section is catalysed by both ~id ~ nucleophils~ ~nd to~ &cid cat= 
c&Ssa the ~roto~tion sits is not ths ~eaction sits (unlike ths ~line 
~erivat!wea uhere the iuo can be the smme)a An investigation into the 
possibility of the reaction of the protonated amine uith NOX shoued 
that no r~ction takes place for eithe~ the thiazole or th0 triazoleo 
It is of intsrest to com~e the ~te constants obt~ined in the 
~cid cetalysis studies uith ihoss for ihe substrates studied in ihe 
smrlier chapters ~ ~lao uiih those obtained by other uorkerso This 
comp~ison is ~e in table 4o15o Note ths similarity betuesn the 
values for the thiezole and 204=dinitroanilina0 uhich is also deact= 
Sl!ooire,io k~/&u6ool =2g =l R~!t o 
CO(NH2)2 Oo89 26 
2=ABino=5=niirothi&zol® 2ol9 ihi@ tJOX"k 
2~4=Diniiro&ndlins 2o50 this trork 
HN3 160 26 
-::-WH}NH2 620 26 
Sulph~nilBl8!!ids 900 this tJOX"k 
Glutaihion0 1080 27 
Msrcaptosucc!nic a.cid 1}34 28 
}=~ino=l 0 2 0 4=tr!azola 1620 ihis trOX"it 
Thioglycolic acid 2630 27 
4=Ni troe.niline 2700 this ttOX"k 
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= 126 = 
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= 127 = 
Cl,i&~ornimt~ iooo !10 !n th~ ~®ct&® of 132H~=dy®!§Jtuff!'1l 9 tJhiteh ~® fo:nned 
by eonpl!ng of B ~!gzoni~ ion (commonly c&lled th® 0di&zo componsnt 0 ) 
®,t ~ x>i~ cubon ®,toiil in &n ru;oorM",i,ic ruui.n0 or ph®nol (the 0 eol!pl!~ 
coroponsnt 0 ) 1 ~ 2 • Ths X'®&ction is Bho~n in schsm~ 5.1 \!sing &n aromatic 
SCHEME 5.1 
Diazonium ionsa.rs Lel1iS acids2 and 9 depending on 'f;:!hich atom in the 
coupling component don&tes the lone ~ir of electrons9 coupling ni 
2 _nitrog(l)n~ oxygen~ phosphorus 0 Oli" sulphur can also occur • The present 
tlork is concerned only uith coupling at carbon~ although the possibility 
of N=eoupling '!;!ill be discussedo 
It is & tl®ll 0stablished fact t~t the rates of ell azo=eoupling 
reactions are dependent upon the acicUty of the x-ea.ction medium3• The 
first quantitative investigation of this dependence '!;:!&S mmde by Con&nt 
amd Peterson~ 'f;:!ho dsmonstratsd tM.t the coupling rats of & seEies of 
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oophtholsutlphonic &eids ie proportioxw.l io (.oH= J oveX' the pH X'afl$e 
.i!o5=9o2o Thi?JY ICCHtcluded thai the m.Ab~iit.l.!tion )?X'Oper tJSl.S Y)X'®CWOO by 
obtained if the coupling component takes part in an acid=base pr&= 
<aquilibX'iwng 
6 Subsequent ~ork 9 particularly that of Zollinger and co~orksrs D aho~ed 
clearly th&t the di~onium ion re&ets ~ith the naphtholate (or phenolate 
atco} ion &nd ~ith non=protonated arom&tic ~ineso It is notJ common kno~= 
ledge t~t electX'ophilic substitl.!tione in general ~hich take place via 
the most acidic equilibrium form of the slectrophile and the most basic 
·form of the nueleophil~c substrate give rise to the highest rates of 
substi tl!tion2 o 
In ordc:tE' to wtderstand the greateX' ree.ctivity of the phenolate or 
free amino coupling components it is necessary to consider the mesomeric 
limiting structures of the species participating in the reactiono As 
mentioned in chapter l (~e 22)D the diazonium ion ~y be represented 
by a resona.nce hybrid g 
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~ ~ IQ ~ 
Ar=N:N ~(---> Ar=N""N 
(I) (IX) 
The p nitrogen atom in st~cture II possesses only a sextei of elect~ons 
&nd is ihe~efo~e strongly ®lectrophilico The limiting structures in the 
.fres phenol and phenolate ion sho\1 tuat the latter should provide the 
more reactive substrate for electrophilic substitutionsg 
6 6 > 
0 
0 
Similarly 0 for amino coupling components 0 resonance occurs in the free 
base Bhich is not possibl® in the protonated amineg 
+ 
< ) 6 
The greater reactivity of the phenolate ion compared \:lith the free 
phenol has been demonstrated for a series o.f electrophilic substitutions0 
eogo halogenation7 0 hydroxymethylation
8
0 and deuteration9o The more marked 
difference in reactivity of the anilinium ion and free aniline has been 
10 demonstrated for bromination o 
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Thus 0 under optimum conditions 9 coupling of ~ins or ph0nol coupling 
_ __;> 
) 
Th® optimum conditions for & particul&E reaction depend upon se~~&l 
f~ctors including amine or phenol pK ~alues and the presence of elec= 
a\ 
iron uithdra~ing or donating groups in the diazonium iono In general 
the reaction rate is reduced at lo~ pH due to protonation of the coupling 
component to form tbe much less reacti~e phenol o~ aniliniQM ion (nQph= 
thol or naphthy lammoniliDI ion 0 etc o) a On the othsr hand too high a pH 
reduces the rate due to formation of the ~eacti~e diazohydroxide 0 
e~en though such conditions strongly fa~our the reactive form of the 
coupling componento The optimum pH for most re&ctions ~enerally lies in the 
ion is deri~ed from a heteroaromatic ~ineo For some such compounds 
incre&aing the 9H of the diazonium ion solution prior to coupling results 
in the formation of the diazohydroxide ~hich is in equilibrium tlith a 
stable primaEy nitrosamine11 (see chapter 4 0 p87)o Alternatively 0 for 
those heterocycles containing a labile hydrogen atoa 0 rsmoval of a proton 
from the diazonium ion0 resulting in the foEmation of a diazo (R~N2 ) 
compound~2is fa~oured by rai~ing the pH (cha4 0 p87)o Thus 0 although the 
optimum pH range for reaction of aniline diazonium ions i~ 6 = 90 for 
heteroaromatic diazonium ions it is much lotlero In ~ost eases 9 though0 
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the ~eduction in the nucl~philic natura of th0 coupling cornpon0nt 
®irs~ of th@ di~zo~um io~ E®l~tiw® ~o tho®® d0~iv®d f~Oill 5nilina 
~ari~~ii~s~2 o 
5o3 The O~tho/Par~ Ratio in Azo=Coupling 
In principlsp coupling components in ~hieh the positions ortho= ~nd 
par~= to th0 directing substituent ~s f~e® e&n be ait~ck®d ~t ®iiher 
(or both) by th~ diazo component &nd ii is of technic~l !mpo~tancs to 
exploit the factors ~hich influence the o/p ratioo For ®X~ple 9 if coup= 
ling occurs ortho= to a phenolic =OH groupp intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding can occur and this shifts the protolytic equilibrium into & 
~egion of pH (>11) tlh!ch in practise is not reach~ by t~xtiles dyed ~ith 
lb these compounds o This is important from the standpoint of the dyestuffs 
industry since acid=base equilibria in 2Zo=dyes can lead to colour changes 
.(many indicators used in the laboratory 2re azo=dyea = Methyl orangs is 
an exaoopls)o In the corresponding para=eoupled dye this hydrogen bonding 
is not possible and so~ due to the elsctron~ithdra~ing ~o and (usually) 
sulphonate groups (~hich make the dye ~ater=soluble)p th® p[a of the 
phenolic =OH is lo~ered to mbout 7 = 9 ~hich results in notia&ble colour 
lb 
changes ~hen ~ dyed fabric is ~&shed ~ith soap o 
Phenol is one of the simplest exaMples of 8 coupling component 
c~~ble of substitution in the oriho= and par~= positions &nd the o/p 
ratio ~as investigated by Bambergerl} ~ long ~o ~s 1900o Hs fo~ thai 
in &queous &l~aline media the p=eoupled dys ~as the m&jor productg bsing 
formed in about 98% yield and ~ccompanisd by &bout 1* each of ih® o~tho= 
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coupled and disa,zo=dyeso It M.s &lso been noted ilw.i l=m.phthol couple~ 
~iih b®nzsn@d!~zonium ion in ~!die o~ ~~ly ~~line ~l~iionm almost 
~~elusively (-99%) in ~hs p&r~=po@iiion1b 0 ~hilBi in ~tTongly ~lkalin® 
rn<Sdi& corusideTa.bl® qtMl.li'li! ih@ of th® 2 0 4=di~zo~ys &G foX'B~lb o IJW,ey 
~nd coupling components and the general conclusion ~rived &t &s ~ result 
of this ~ork ~as that the o/p ~atio depends on several f~ctors1b8 
1) Mture of the diazo component 
2) nature of the t11ol vent 
3) pH of the med!wa 
4) iopsratu:re 
5) pr®sence of catalysts (00-ses) 
6) position of substiiuents 
14 Recently 9 Zollinger ruui cotrorkers he.ve shotm that the o/p ratio ca.n 
also be ~fected by miEing amd diffusion effectao Amino COiilpounds invol '\1~ 
ed in :oupling re&Ct:!ons behave in an analogous lil2.nner to the phenol and 
n&phthol coupling componenta 9 but no cl~=eut TUles e&n be l~id dotrn to 
predict the product ratios for ~ of these co~~so 
derivatives &nd the desired product is the pm.n.=eoupled dys 0 100 it ifl 
necessary to consider the possibility of ortha=couplingo This ~ill be 
discussed quantitatively in the next @ection &nd so it is sufficient here 
to consider the qualitative aspsctso 
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+ + 
o- ~-----'3>> 6 
I l[ 
and ii t1ould seem that ortho= ~nd pn'&=Coupling mra both highly likslyo 
Ho\:1sveru !t has been kno\:1n for some time thai ortho=eoupling in NuN= 
diooethylanilins derivatives occnrs \:1ith ~sat difficulty15 &nd thi@ is 
groups must He in the plans of thiS bsm:ens ring and thus form an obst= 








The fact t~t lg3=bisd1Msthylaminobsnzens couples in the 4=position 
(Vu belo\:1) sesoos to contradict this int~Sr~etation but is easily under= 
stood by assuming that coupling occurs p&re= to th0 dirn0ibybmino group 
t1hich takes part :in the resorm.nce shotin aboveo The other d:imetlnyl2mirw 
group cannot take pa.rt in this resonance and so the methyl groups do not 
(31:) 
Ths pr®fe~GftCS for p=subatituiion in the coupling of benzene 
derivatives is so strong that the entering diazonium ion tlill ®van 
displace another substituent &lr®ady present if it c&n be ajectsd as ~ 
cation of not too high energy16 o There is notl ~ grotling interest in 
these Gleotroph!lic ~m&tic substituti0n reactions in tlhich th® leaving 
17 18 ~ group is other than hydrogen ° o The electrophile 0 E 0 in the present 
case is the diazoniuro ion0 tlhich attacks the substituted coupling comp= 
Ipso~oupling iS! e fairly recent arrival on the dyestuffs sceneo · 
Many &Zoc:dyes wich &rs highly commercially acceptable &rs difficult to 
p~oduce in good yields and purity by conventional §e~19o NOKM&lly & 
coupling coiDponent can be substituted in the 20 } 0 5 0 or 6 positions but 
not in the 4=position ~inca this is the position at tlhich electrophilic 
~ttac:lt generally occurs arui 0 according to standard coupling ~ocedure0 
must r~in freeo It h&s been discovered19o hotleV®r 0 th&t if certain 
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substituents ~* int~oduc®d into ih0 coupling po~iiion 0 coupling occurs 
p~®~sntu mnd in~ c~®~ ~ith ~~t~ yi~ld ~ ~~iiyo 
Xn ~ ~eceni patent19u Shnitl6Bo~ih ~®po~is ih~i ·ih® yield in ~zo= 
coupling rs&etions o£ the diazonium ion de~ived f~om 2~ino=5=nitro= 
thiazols ~ith N0N=dimethylanilins ~d rel~ted coupling components is 
4=N0 ~imsthylam!nobenzoic acid is used instead of N0 N=d!methylan!line 
itselfo ~e le~ving group here is C020 since the proton of the carb= 
o~lic ~cid group is al~eady dissoci~ted in ~ pre=equilibriumo 
O,N~)N; .,. -OOCON(CH1)2 
o,N-Z;>-N=NONICH3l, 
~ C02. 
In a conventional electrophilic aromatic substitution the l®&w!ng 
group hydrogen is released as a ~oton ioeo &S a L~!s acid 0 leaving 
behind the pair of ~ electrons on the aromatic substrateo In principle0 
therefore 0 all substituents ~hich readily fo~ electrophilic (or stable 
neut~al) species are cap&ble of being replaced by electrophilic reagents 0 
in this case & diazonium iono An example of this is the coupling of 
4=hydroJtybenzoic acid in '=1hich the carboxylate (=Coo=) leaves as co2 (see 
above) and in fact the reaction occurs more readily than coupling in the 
20 
ortho=position ~!th elimination of a proton o 
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Fisch®r &nd Zollinger16 hmve studied th0 r&tas of substitution of 
6=sulphonic acid but~ rBther surprisingly~ reactions of the corresponding 
chloro= &nd ioda= compounds tlsre not catalysedo It tlas pointed out that 
this indicates that the relative rats oba0rvsd represents an apparent 
order of lea~ing abilityo 
21 Coloruw. 9 st al v have studied the coupling reactions of ~arious 
iono They provided 0Zperimental e~idencs that radical pairs ~n be dei= 
0eted in ipso=eoupling reactiorwo Some of their t1ork is p&r'Ucruuly 
relevant to the study reportsd in this chapter and a fuller discussion 
of it is left until latsro 
5o4ol Scope of tb® Present Bork 
Th0 purpoee of the present et~y tl&S to examine kinetically the 
coupling reactio~ of various 4=substitutsd NpN=dimethylanilinea end 
attsmpt to establish the relati~e leaving abilities of the ipso=subst= 
itueniso The diazonium ion chosen tlas t~t derived from 4=nitroanilin0 
~!nee this M.s the highest slectron affinity of the monosubstituted 
cHazonium ions22 ~nd could be expscted to produce good yieldso The 
~arious lea~ing groups are shotm belot:1 o These groups 1:Jere 0Xpscted to 
represent a good range of lea~ing abilitiea9 the groups =COOH and =S03H 
(actually =000= ~ PSO; under the prevailing reaction conditions) 
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=eoo= 
lemving readily ~s the neutr~l molecules co2 &nd so 3 9 rul:d the group 
=CH3 le~ving tlith great difficultyp if ~t 2llo The other groups tlere 
e~psctsd to be int®rmedi~te bettleen these tuo extrsmeso The common 
product from &11 of these reactions Bms errpected to be the 8Zo=dye 
shotlYl beloB o 
The reaction conrlitions mnd the method used for this e~tudy ue presented 
in ch~pter 6o The dat~ obtained are tabulmted belotl and shotln graphically 
in fig 5olo 
= 1}3 = 
As dGSCE'iberl in det&il in coopteE' 6v E'OOCtiO!lW tl®X'r.?l Cru:Tied 0'1!~ 
l!OOOE' i'iE't'}i=O:di®r eoruli UoM tlith (col!pleE') >> (<H.&ZOil!iW!l ion J o Th® SJOl= 
uUona 't1ex-ca bufi'®rsd to vHV'\ 7 oSlo 
2 10 ( couplsr J /M 
Oo490 Oo997 ~ Oo02l 
= 
Oo981 2ol0 z Oo094 
lo47 2o95 -¢> OolO 
= 
lo96 }o95 <C> Ool4 
2o45 4o99 <C> Oo22 = 
5o02 lOo} ~ Oo4} = 
SLOPE D 204 w=1SJ =l 
INTo o 2o04 x 10=} s=l 
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0 
II 
'i'Bblo '5o4 ~ 0 ~,_ 
(AL>N~ J o lo06 E 10=4M ~ o 510rrm pHD 7o89 
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=1 =1 SLOPE o Oo0481 M ~ 
=} =1 INTo g lo72 Z 10 ~ 
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Variation of Reaction Rata ~ith (4=X~0 N=dimsthyl&nil!n~J 
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'fB',bl® 5o7 Kg ~H} 
l hU'N~ ) o :to 06 E 10 =4!'1 A o 550m3 Jl)H ~ 7o90 
2 I =1 10 [cc:mpl0zo)/!1 k (] 0 
Oo500 Oo778 {> Oo061 
= 
loOl lo55 {> Oo011 = 
2o02 }o47 <)> Ool2 
3o02 5o 56 ~ Oo32 
= 
=1 =l SLOPE :2 185 k!1 liD 
The m~hanism of ipso=eouplinzv as already at&tedp appears to be 
2 th0 sam~ ms ihat for eonventio~l coupling but Biih elimination of the 
~ ~ 
substituent X rather than H o 
~ol\f 
k, [~:-.r Ax' X {> ___..::... 2 ~k_, [ ~:=-· r B k2 f.:rN,..NAJ:>v BK~ {> ~ 
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t:1hera B is ~ bass11 usu&lly ths oolvsnto Th0 z-a.ts 0q~i!on derived from 
ihi~:~ ~chems 11 by &pply!ng & ®tiSMy=Sta.t® &ppEox~t!on ig fliz~X l<C> i~H 
NoNJ}.,gO 
RATE ,.. 
~t1Lt2 (.ttX) [AE'N~ )[B) 
(k =l -:. 1t2( B)) 
lcl k2 (Ax' X ) (B) 
(k=l <0> 1t2(B]) 
Clearly there are ttlo possible limiting forms here& 
<~) k =1 > > lt2L B J !n tlhich case ~e have: 
k 1t 
~ g ~[Arx)(BJ 
0 
k=l 
(b) lt =1 << !.t2(B J tlhich gi'll'esg 
~ -
In any case 11 ~hichever of these three equations ~pplies 11 ~e essenti&lly 
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tlhere oo n k1k2(B)/k=l ~s i~ (n)p 0~ ffi o kl ~S in (b) 0 OE 
~ n ~1~2 (B)/(~=l 9 ~2lB)) ~® ~nth® !ni®xm~i&iG @ii~i!o~a Thua on® 
trould r.:m1,)®ci @ f:!.E!Ji=Osd~ dGpem:fl.®KW® CR! [ &~) i:o'F: ell ihx'~Wo Lil?l®IDE' 
~lois @1: k0 we [AEXJ trOE® @bie!ned to~ ~11 QQb~i~ei®~ ~ i:o'F: ~ o H 
®.nd X o CH; &SEo ini~SEcepiEI t1ere ob~~tSd o Ho't1mY®X' 0 toE' the @ih@X' sm.b= 
~irmtes non~®ro intercepts tlere ob~erved &nd this is difficult to explain 
OX'igino 
If in these cases tls aasuroa th&t ths ~ss t1hich intsr&cts tliih ih® 
13tl3ady=atate intermediate is not m \1at®r molecule but & second molecule 
of the substr~te itself then tlS obt~in8 
From this it c~ be sel3n thai e plot of ~0 vs [ArXJ t1ould ~va & ~tssp 
~lOpQ in!t!&lly ~t lou (ArXJ b"t ~ould e~e ~nd GVGni~lly beco~G 
linoo.!' t7!th voait!vG t?Jlope t1~ th® cond!Um~ k=l << k2 (As'X) !tB ~t!£= 
fi~ ~ 5ol ~o~e~ ~~licabl®o Errt~~polst!ng bBck tg tho k UE!@ 
@ 
component ®Cia &l<l & bas® ifJ oot lll.m'®&BtHmbl® ®!nee c~U\ly~igJ by OE~nic 
oosea (eogo pyridin:i>) h&s b®sn d1S111onatnted pX'®Vioooly in ~O=<:oupl!ng 
X'e&ction@23 o Assuming ihat this ~pl~~t!on is coX'X'eoiv ihsn~ u® c~n obtain 








~HO Oo048l VNMe2 64o4 
=CH3 185 
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aboui 200 iioo!St!J gx>e~ier then ih&i for ihs simHC\Z" (a.nd ls~61 bulky) 
~oup X o =CO=Cl8!::> o Thi~ W!@,Y b® ©Xpl€1.inetl by ih® ft:J.C i ih&i 0 b®C&t!8G gf 
!is lo~ Bolubiliiy9 only W®Ey ~®6k B@lui~o~ ©f ~his ©om~~ 
(X o =CO=C6H4NM®2) coul~ be ©bi~in@do Th® conc®nir@iion E~® tl&S 10=3= 
2 o5 z :w=~ ~w. :'l.i :1~ ~ooibl.® ih&i in this ~~!'lg® h:=l - 1!2 [Arx) 
~ppli0s 9 or perh~ps W!Sn l!:=l >> JJ:2(Ax>X] 0 td'hich td'ould raault in a steep 
iniii~l slope0 as obssxvef!o The aGCorui V'Oini io rurt® !s ~he la~rge ~ 
v~lu0 for ~tt&e~ on the meibyl=aubstituted coupling component (X o =CH3) 
despite the feet tb&t alkyl groups generally tend io be poor leaving 
groupso It is more likely t~t in this c~sa substitution occurs not at 
group 0 even though this is hindered by the N=methyl ~oups thsmselv®so 
This tlOUld 0 of course0 result in el!minetion of H~ mnd one might expect 
a r&te constant sim!l~ in magnitude to ib&t for para=eoupling tlhere 
X 8 Ho It is ~lso possible in this e&se that coupling occurs ~t the 
mmino=nitrogen r~ther than at cubon0 u ha.s bsen observed in othar 
cases24 o Some evidence in support of this tlaB obt~insd ~ td'ill be dealt 
tl!ih in the next sectiono 
Colo~ ®i a121 h&ve studied the ipso=aubstitution reactions of 
varioul!il N0 N=dmethybmiline derivatives a.nd in the cmss of the compound 
tlith X ~ =CO=CB~ they fo"nd that monodemethyl~tion &nd N=coupling had 
oceurx-OO.o Thay ~stul21ted Sl mechanism involving ths intermediat~ fom= 
mtion of ~ redicS~l c&tiong SIS sho~ !n ths follo~ing schsooao Their 
ugumont in support of this ~as bassd on product analysis ~ ths f&ct 
th&t &nodic and chemical oxidB~tion studies have shotln ih&t demethylation 
of NgW=dimethyl&nilines is ~ re&ction involving the interoosdiSite fo~tion 
~ 
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1- + 
N(CH~)2 oN(CH3)2 N(CH3)2 A 0+ Q+ + (a) 0 (b) ArN2 ~ ArNz.. 
H~CC COCH3 COCH3 , 8 
1H20 ( "\) 
Ar 
H3c,N,.......N=W N(CH3~ N(CH3~ 
0 -{- ONzAr 0 ArN2. 
COCH3 COCH3 COCH3 N.2Ar 
SClill<IE 5 o 2 
of~ ~mdic~l cation25~ 26 o Th~y eleo suggested t~i the formBtion of th~ 
!pso~oupl6d product (Bith no &ccompanying dSiiiiethylat!on or N=coupling) 
&lao involves a r~ic~l cation (steps ~ 9 bg & e ~bovs)o HoBsver 0 Penton 
~nd Zollingex27 B®r0 able to obgervs monodemsthyl~iion during coupling 
only in very dry ~cston!trils ~nd Zollinger points out2 t~t ih0 product 
&~lysis studies of Colo~ st ~1 ~Y be insuffici0nt evidenc0 to support 
Since th~ values of k1 de~ived ~bovs ~efe~ to the &tt~c~ of the 
diazonium ion ~t the ipso= position9 &nd not to the leaving ~bility of 
and the data obtained are presented beloBo 
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ehEoru&togT&phed x>®<l!.Ct!cm solut.:!.oMo Ths ii!®thod \J~W is di?ISC:!:iboo .fully 










Fro~n this ! t t:rould aeem that the best le~ving groups 2.re K g H ami 
~ 2 COO= under th!Sa~ cond!iions 0 ~!nee the highest y!sld o£ dye tl~S 
obtain~ in these c&sea 0 &nd the poorest is X o cH3o The results suggest 
ths !ollot:ring order o£ le&ving abilityg 
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Xn th® cm~o of X o CB3 no ps&k dne to th~ !pso=co~plsd dye v~s ob@GrVed 
in th® chx'om&io~e of th® X'~ci:l.(l)n Eli~uzoee~o Tt.ro (ll~h@&' J:)PookS C'.pf)X'OX= 
li"W in colowr v @!Mil&> t© ihGJ !p.co=Col.!plw .§lolntioM but nmch de®peX' o It 
:l.e~ possible tlw.i thesiS ttro product&.~ t:J®re ortho=Colllplsd dye (heaws the 
bright red colour) ami the 1\k:ou.plad (N=demethylehd) com~umio The 
evidence for this is not conclnsivs end & full product &~lysis trou.ld b® 
&iion together trith the s~ilarity bettrssn the rate constant~ for ~itack 
of the diazon!um ion on the compounds tr!th X o CH} &nd X a H ®Uggeet 
ih&t ortho=eoupling has occ~edo 
21 Colonm1. et u report th&i for X o COCH3 mnd X o CHO yield!:)) of 6% 
~nd 6~ reapsciively trere obtained in reactions triih 4=nitrobe~ene= 
diazonium .iono They give no indication of th;s coupling compon;snt cone= 
entr2l.tions in thdr reactions 9 uhich trax"e carried Ol.!t in equoou.s ethanol 
!ndicmtion of the pH of their re~tion medi&o Therefore it !s difficult 
to compare these data quantit&t!velyo In the C2l.Se of the compound uith 
Jl s COCH39 though 0 they found thai the ipso=eoupled dye tras not the 
mejor product (see scheme 5o2) 0 a-,nd this tras also noted in the presQnt 
trork 9 e larger peak appearing at a ahort;sr retention time in the HPLC 
Jl o CHO &nd X a =CO=C6H~=NEe2 also 9 bl.!t hers the ipso=eoupled dye 
tras the major prod~cto For those compounds trith lou yields the signal/ 
nois0 ratio in ths chromatograms tras lo~ end ~~s particularly bad for 
K g COCH3 9 meaning toot the yields determinoo in these ca.s~s &rs su.bject 
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=H =eoo= = =COCH} =803 =CHO =00=~ 
103 ( Couplsr J /M 4o91 L97 L99 10ol 75o8 2o66 
YieldM 62o} 64o6 15o9 Oo28 5o40 lo20 
103 (coup lex> J 1M 2o46 Oo98 Oo99 5o05 }7o9 L33 
Yield/% 66ol 6lo8 13o9 Ool}Q 3o60 Oo62 
lo3(coupler]/M lo23 Oo49 Oo49 2o5} 19o0 Oo665 
Yield/% 6}o8 62o4 lloO Ooll 2o00 Oo}O 
(ArN~J a lo02 E 10=~ (ArN;) g 5ol0 E 10~ 
The co~0ntration of th~ diazonium ion solution used to obtain the d&ta 
in the right=hand half of the above table is greater than that for the 
left so that the amount of product forml8d could be increased to an obs= 
~rvable levelo Her0 it can be seen that for those substituenis tlhich 
Might re&SOMbly be eEpSCt/Sd to ba expelled easily (io®o .I ~ ~~~ COO=v 
and SO}) thex-e is no appreciable vuiation in yield~ tlhe:nu for the 
other substituents the yield appeers to be proportio~l to the coupler 
concentrationo Again9 in these cases of lotl yield the sig~l/noise ratio 
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tl~s lotl ~nd so thes® ~Blu~s (~nd henc® thi~ v~i&tion) ahould not b® 
E'®!i!Zd upon too hoo~:!.lyo It !~ probably ru:>t too !;!W:I.GJ® to ~y "(;M.t thsro 
1@ G05®n~!~l1y ~ ~~i&tiofi in yi®ld ~ith coupl®E' co~ontEeiio~ foX' mny 
of ihsse compom'!Jiso 
5o5 Summary 
Prom the kin~tic study it uould aesm t~t ths b&ss involved in 
X'amo'lfing the so=ea.lled u slectrofugal u loo.ving groups (X) fX'om the Bhelmoo 
intermediates is actually ~ second molscul~ of the coupling component 
involved in the reactiono From the ana,lyais of ths ipso=eoupled=dye 
yisld5 th~ follouing sequence of leaving ~bilities i@ proposed& 
It ie likely thmt this uill apply only under the conditions used in the 
present study ~ince the l~ving ~bility of & p&rticular group relative 
to ~ther can be markedly·affectsd by the conditio~o As ~~ntion~ 
earlier 9 FischSX' and Zollinger18 found that the rate of substitution of 
bromine in l=bromo=2-naphtho1=6=sulphonic acid is increased by thiO= 
sulphate but this effect uas not obsax-vsd for R s Cl or Xo 
It uould sesm 9 also from the yield Btudies 9 that the 4~ethyl 
coupling coMponent is ~ctually undergoing substitution in the oEtho= 
position rather than ipso=aubsiitutiono This supposition is ~sed on 
the fact that alkyl groups gener&lly are poor leE">ving groups l'lJtd &loo 
tha.t the bright red colow: foX'tliled d.uri~ thi! reaction ~trongly wggasts 
of th® ~~ction ooixt~e could b~ du® to ~he N=couplsd (N=dsm~thyl&ierl) 
eompouR'l:li o&>u p121X'h&ps ooo~e lih:®ly :!.n 't?i~ of '&h® inieM® X'ed eoloUZ' 0 iha 
2 9 6=rli82.z(}=i!.y®Q 
't:Jhen cooo!de:d~ the &>em!l ie p:>:®a®nied in this ch2\)9i®X' :!. i its :!.m19= 
o~i&ni to bero- in ~Miru! the fMi ih8i H :!.f!il cH.ffieuli io dr&1:J firm coin!:= 
lusions from r~te rne&surements Bhsrs the yield is very smQll since the 
m~suxsd rate constants Bill be ~ SWil of r~te coru~t~nts including those 
of v~ious side reactio~o 
===0= 
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solutions 'l:feX'C!/ ru.ade up usi.f'.g CPR grade HClo4 ( 60=62%) and then 
standardised by titration Bith standard sodium hydroxide solution 
using phenolphthalein indicatoro Distilled Bater Bas used through= 
out ~nd fresh sodium nitrite solutions 'l:fere made up on the day of 
useo The aniline derivatives considerad in chapters 1 and 2 Bere 
obtained commercially and r€Crystallised from aqueous ethanol before 
Blackleyp Manchesterp and BaS recrystallised before useo 2=~~ino= 
thia.zolG nitra.t·s Bas obtained from the same sour~e and Bas used to 
prepare a sample of 2=amino=S=nitrothiazole as described belo'l:fo 
--.op)> O,£:)NH, 
lt 
2=Aminothiazole nitrate (40o75g 9 9lo~ pure~ Oo23 mole) Bas added 
portio~ise to cold (10°C) sulphuric acid (98%P 75cm3)o This Bas 
stirred for one hour and then allo'l:fed to attain room ~emperatureP 
stirring for a further 18 hours (convenience)o The mixture 'l:fas then 
poured into loS litres of ice/'l:faterp stirred for t'l:fo hoursp and then 
filtered at the pump (the insoluble material obtained Bas crude 
nitramine)oThe filtrate Bas neutralised Bith anhydrous Na2co 3 and 
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filtered ~t the pumpo The solid obtained tlaS then reslurried Bith 
ic@/Bai€'1: and fil teroo off o This Bas dried 0\i 120°c overnight o 
YelloH pOBderv yield 24o3g (79o~)o M®lting point l96=198°C (decomp)o 
6o3 Kinetic Measurements 
0 
0 
All rate measurements Bere carried out at 25°C in either a 
conventional recording UV/VIS spectrophotometer or a stopped=floB 
instrument 0 as described beloBo The optimum ~lytical Bavelength 
for each reaction Bas determined qy obtaining spectra of reactant 
and product solutions and noting the Bavelengths at Bhieh absorbance 
changes occurredo Reactions Yere monitored at constant Baveler.gth 
by folloBing the change in absorbance due to increasing product 
concentration (ArN;) or diminishing reactanto These Bavelengths 
ue summarised be loBo 
A."Hine A/nm folloBing~ 
2 94=dinitroaniline 410 decreasing (amine l 
4=ni troani line 245 increasing (product) 
sul pha.ni lamid e 310 dec~ easing (~o2 1 
sulphanilie acid 300 Ill 10 
2=amin0=5=nitrothiazole 405 d ecr ea.s ing (aminel 
3=amino=l 0 2 0 4=triazol~ 280 increasing (product) 
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Since th0 UV/VIS absorbance (A) of ~ compoUftd in solution is 
proportional to its concentration (c)v e method of d0t~rmining the 
o'bsc?\1'~ fiTst=e"Tder x-ate ecmstcmt 1!
0 
is prcwidoo by th~ BeeT=LaJ'nbert 
bYp fl. s €cll.v Yhere E, is the mol~ deea!dic absorptivity ( 0 extinction 
coefficient 0 ) and i is the path length (=lcrn). 
ConsideT the fixst=ardeT reaction R ~ P. At time g t the 
concentration of P is given by 
Yh~e (rt)
0 
is the initial concentration of l:L Also 9 at t ~co 9 b'e 
have 
(R6 = (P)o 3 0 
(P )co_ ~ (R 10 
th~efoTe Ao = Ea(R1o K,s lc111 
At g Sa(R lt ~ E-JPlt 
g Ea(a)t -> f:p( (Rlo = (Rlt ) 
Ac:o ,.. Cp(P )00 
b'e have 
·\ = Aoo g E.a(ttlt ¢ Cp(P)t = tp(P\:o 
= £R(R)t = epc (P 1c:o = ( p l t ) 
g E.a(R)t = f:p(R)t 
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8 (£ R = Sp )(R) '(; 
thm:ef ru:-e At = Aoo ~ SR(R 1-r, = £p(R)t 
( A~ = Aro) 
lR)i 8 
<Ea = E.p ) 
and hence~ 
= A ) 
co 
Thus a plot of loge( At = A00 ) vs t ~ill be a straight line 
of slope =k
0
o V'_~lues of At ~er0 measured at Tegula.r intervals over 
at least t~o half=lives and Aw~as measured &iter 10 half=lives 
( >99% reaction). In some eases good values of Aw ~ere not obtained 
{due to decomposition of uN; Gtco) and so the method of Cttg'genheim2 
~as ~ployed to evaluate k o Absorbance Teadings ~ere taken at times 
0 
tp ~29 t 3P o o o and also at t 1 <¢> .6. 9 t 2 <- AP t 3 <- ~o ~here 
~is at least one {preferably t~o) half=liveso If A is the absorb= 
n 
ance measured at time t and A 1 is that at time t ? ~ then for a 
n n n 
first=erder reactiong 
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( A = }!; ) 8 ( A = A. ) e=ko "n { 6o2) ft CD 0 00 
( Ao = A ) 2 ( A . ) ~,~~: ( ~ <> l::i,) {6o3} = .&.00 8 0' n n 00 0 
1.:1here 
( A = A ) n 00 ( R ]i "" (E,R = E.p ) 
and 
( A = Aoo) 0 (R]o as 'befol'e 
"" 9 (€,R = Ep ) 
o o o o o {6o4) 
and a plot of log ( A = A0 ) vs in ~ill result in a straight 
e ft n 
line of slope =k o In deriving these equations is assumed thai the 
0 
decrease in ~bsorbance due to reactant is being follo1.:1ed (ioeo 
in 6ol 9 and A' < A. in 6o4)o For reactions follo1.:1ed by n n 
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monitoring the increase in 2bsorbane@ due to p~oduei it is easy 
A ) 
ft 
A )( 1 
0 
All four possibilities (iaeo normal and Cuggenheirn methods 9 increasing 
~ftd dec~easing absorbance measurements) can be conveniently repres= 
log I A. 0 = A I @ n n 




A method similar to that of Guggenheim Yas developed by SBinbourne3 




This equation is independent of t and is the same for increasing and 
decreasing absorbance v2lueso A plot of An vs 
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in ~ straight line of slope ~ko~~ This method is simpler than the 
Guggenheim method since A and A0 velues can be plot~cd directly 9 n n 
&'1roiding the need io calculate values of log® I ~ = ~I o 
6.4 Instrumentation. 
the change in absorbance due to a reactant or product 9 as already 
statedo TYo types of instruments ~ere used for thiss conventional 
recording UV/VIS spectrophotometers (for reactions ~ith half=lives 
great ex- than about 10 seconds) 9 or a stopped=flo"' instr.lm.ent ( t 2 < lOs). 
Yith both .methods rate constants \-!ere determined 3 to 5 times and 
6.4.1 Recording UV/VIS Spectrophotometers. 
Tl:ro of these instruments Bere available. These Bere a Beckmann 
model 25 spectrophotometer aod a P..re=Unicam SP8=100 instrument. All 
reactions ~e carried out at 25°C 9 maintained by electrical the~o= 
statting of the cell compa,rtment (Beckmann) or by circulating 
thermostatted aater (Pye=Unicam) o Flasks containing reactant solutions 
were immersed in a thermostatted ~ater bath before use. ~oth Bere 
double beam instruments and distilled water BaS used as reference 
in all cases. 
~o solutions Bere prepared for each reaction using distilled 
water as solvento One contained sodium nitrite 9 the other contained 
the amine and perchloric acid 9 plus a nucleophile (cl= 9 sr= 9 ooo etc.) 
\-!here nucleophile catalysis ~as to be studiedo lml samples of each 
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YeTe mixed rapidly in ~ 2ml silica cell (thus halving the concen= 
t~~tions)·and immediately placed in the ~~ple cell holde~ of the 
spsetrophotometero The ~~action Bas then monitorsd ~i the ~ppropriate 
and used to det~ine abso~bance values at fixed time intervals and 
also A_o These values Y€?:€1 then used as input data for a co·mputer 
px-ogram Yhich evaluates .first=OL'der rate constantso For Guggenheim 
a.od Swinbourne plots values of A Q and 
n 
respectively Yere used as input for a graph plotting programo In 
all cases Apple computers Yere used (II Europlus and IIe) Yith Qin= 
6o4o2 Stopped=FloY Spectrophotometero 
For reactions Yith half=lives shorter than about 10 seconds 
the use of stoppl!d=floY instX"Wllentation is requiredo In the present 
York: a Hi=Tech instrument Yas used and this Yas interfaced Yith an 
Apple II Europlus microcomputer using gi=Tech stopped=floY data 
acquisition softyareo The set=Up is shoYn in the diagram on the 
The t~o reactant solutions (prepared as described above) Yere 
placed. in seperate syringes s1 am s2o l:Jhen the pistons are pushed 
~±wnltan~usly (by another piston~ driven pneumatically) the reactants 
move along the f!oY tubes Yith identical velocities and past the 
mixing point Yhere the concentrations are halved and the reaction 
begins. The mixed solution9 in Yhich the reaction is noY proceeding 9 
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light path 
-~-.::::_ -~·:::....;-----
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~til it reaches ~ stopQ ~han the flo~ suddenly halts ~nd the 
oscilloscope iracG is iriggeredo A bea~ of monoc~om~tic light (of. 
~ (2mru path lo~) ~nd its intensity is converted into ~ propor= 
tional alectric~l si~l Bhich is then displayed on the storage 
osc:!.lloscopeo Absorbance values axe then read off the trace ~ u.siad 
~s input data for the computer program~ as in section 6o4olo For 
v~ fast reactions (complete in less than Sseco) the data acquis= 
ition softBare alloBS direct sampling of the photomultiplier signal 
voltage by the computero 
The variation of signal voltage Bith time (at the point P) 




flow starts flow stops { t ~ 0 ) 
l> 
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The co~esponding plot of ~bsorbance ~s tim~ Bould be similar in 
~hape but invert®d? since signal ~oltag~ is in~Grsely proportion&l 
~o ~bsorbaneeo Th® abov~ diagx~? ther~fore~ represents e reaction 
in Bhich ~n increase in &bsorbance is being measuredo Initially the 
~oliage is ~t a minimum (maximum absorbance due to product)P a 
condition achieved by first flushing the apparatus through with 
reactant solutionso After the !loB begins the ~oltage increases 
(as the concentration of the absorbing species at the observation 
point decreases) until it reaches a .. maximum steady=atate· va.lueo 
This maximum does not represent the situation in.which (product) ~ 0 1 
since in the time taken !or the solution to move from the mixing 
point to the observation point some reaption Bill have occurred and 
a small amount of product formedc This so=ealled 9dead time 1 1 alth~ 
ough very shortp sets an upper limit for meBsur~ble ~~ciion ?el= 
ocities using this methodo If a substantial proportion of the reaction 
takes place durir.g this time then an alte~tive technique must be 
soughto None o! the reactions studied in the present work Bere fast 
~nough for this to be a problema The steady=State condition is main= 
tained for a short time until the floB stops~ Bhen the major part of 
the reaction commences and the oscilloscope trace is triggerred. ~he 
Bhole process 9 from floB=start to floB=Siop 9 takes place in less 
than a secondo Aga.in9 reactions_ Bere studied at 25°C 9 maintained by 
immersion of the floB=tubes in an electrically thermostatted ethylene 
glycol solution (necessary_ because the instrument can be used at 
temperatures below 0°C)o 
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6oS Typical Kinetic Run 
An example of a Kinetic KUn is given in the t~bl® b~lo~. This 











g 0.01339 s =1 Jl.~:g 0.311 k 
0 
A typical set of duplicate runs is sho~n belaY for the same reactiono 
f<nn 
1 








=4 =1 2o7 X 10 S 
In order to detect the presence of the diazonium ion derived 
from 2=amir~~S~nitrothiazole the Feaction mixture ~as added to a 
buffered (pH 8) solution of N9 N-=dimethylaniline and a TJV /VIS spect:rurr. 
obtained. The spectrum contained a.bsorptions identical to those in 
the spectrum of the dye prepared as folloBs. 
Sodium nitrite (2o2g 9 0.032 mole) ~as dissolved in hot (70°C) 
sulphuric acid (15ml) and the mixture cooled beloB room temperature. 
A mixture of propionic and acetic acids (30ml) in the ratio 1:5 Yas 
. 0 
added 9 maintaining the temperature beloB 20 Co The mixture Bas 
ooole) ~s added folloYed'by a f~the~ po~tion of lg5 acid (30ml)o 
Dia~otisation was alloY~ to continue fo~ tYo hours maintaining 
ih® iempe~ature beloY 5°C 9 and the ~esuliing diazorlium ion sol= 
ution was added cb:opY:!se to a solution of 4-=NvN=dimethylamino = 
benzoic acid in dilute sulphuric acid (fo~ the chemistry involved 
see chapte~ 5) o The dye was p~E?Cipitated immediately and was filtered 
off and Yashed Yith t:Jatero Thin layer chromatography showed the dye 
to be in a very pure stateo 
6o7 EXperimental Details for Chapter 5o 
Of the compounds used ·in this study P the inorganic compounds 
Yere Anala.ct grade 9 available commerciaJ.ly P N9 N=di:nethylaniline t:Jas 
obtained commercially; and the other coupling components t:Jere obt= 
ained from the Fine Chemicals service of ICI Organics Division~ 
Blackley~ ~znchester 9 t:Jith the exception of 4=N9 N=di:nethylamino= 
benzenesulphonic acid 9 Yhich Yas prepared as followso 
6o7ol Preparation of 4=N2 N=dimethyla~inober~enesulphonic acid;o 
N9 N=dimethylaniline (60o5g 9 63o3ml 9 OoSmole) Yas dissolved in 
tetrachloroethane (80ml) and this Yas then added dro~ise to a stir= 
red solution of chlorosulphonic acid (58gD 35ml)o During the addition 
the temuerature was maintained below 30°C using an ice/Yater batho 
After the addition the mixture Yas stin-ed for an hour and then 
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~afluxed gt 180°C (oil bath)o A!te~ about 45mins. gn off~hite 
solid precipitatedo This BaS then alloYed to cool and stand over~ 
nighto The solid l:ias then filt0roo off ruld \:J~shro e;!:(.b, "f.®tL'<M;hlo~o= 
®thane ar~ 40/60 petroleum ~ther. Tho addition of aceion@ to a bot 
~qu®Ous solution of this solid precipitated fine Yh~~e CTYStals 9 
mopio 266=268°C (deco~p). 
H 5oS% N 7.076 
found g 47o5% 5oS% 6o'7% 
4=Nitroaniline (2lg 9 Ool5mole) Yas dissolved by Yarming Yith 
50ml of concentrated hydrochloric acid in 50ml of Yater. 200ml of 
Yater Yas added and the solution cooled to 0=5°C by adding 200g of 
ice. This caused some precipitation of 4=nitroaniline but the prep= 
aration Yas continued Yith some solid presento Sodium nitrite (8Cml 
of e 0.2M solution) Yas added quickly and the mixture stirred am 
filtered t? ~emove diazo=decomposition p~oductso N9 N=diroethyl= 
aniline (18o2g 9 Ool6mole) Yas added to the filtrate and the mixture 
siin-ed for about 2 hours. The t>ed solid Yas then filtered off and 
dissolved in acetone. This Yas then filtered and Yater added 9 res= 
ulting in precipitation of the dye. The mixture Yas cooled in an 
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ic~ bath and iilterroo A.'ilorphous red solid"' 
0 
0 62o6% 
This compound Bas used to prepare a standard curve (integration 
vs concentration) by HPLC in order to determine product yields 
from the ipso=eoupling reactions 0 since it is the expected common 
product of each react iono 
6.7.3 Kinetic ~ethod and Reaction Conditions. 
Reactions 1::1ere can:ied out by first preparing a solution of 
diazotissd 4=nitroaniline and reacting this l:fith a buffered solution 
of the coupling componento lcm3 of 0.02 M 4=nitroaniline solution 
((H~) g Oo2M) 1::1as mixed l:fith 2cm3 of 0.04M sodium nitrite in a 
100cm3 volumetric flask. This 1::1as allol:fed to react for 15mins. 
before dilution to l00cm3 1::1ith 5~ aqueous acetone. A 2Scm3 aliquot 
of this 1::1as then diluted to 100cm3 to yield a l0=4M diazonium ion 
solutio·no In practise 9 slight variations on this method 1::1ere necess-= 
ary as fresh solutions 1::1ere neededo 
described earlier) in the 1::1av~length range 500=600nm follo1::1ing the 
increase in absorbance due to the bright red dye. The only exception 
to this 1::1as the reaction of 4=formyl=NpN~imethy!aniline (X~ cCE0) 9 
1::1hich required the use of a recording instrument at 500nm \:fi th a 
higher concentration of diazonium ion solution (in order to increase 
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(~oduct) to an observable level)o As b~forep concentrations are 
h&lvGd on mixing equal voltw~es of reactant solutionso 
Th0 viTt~l insolubility of the dye in ~a.t~r nGCessitated the 
usG of 50% ~~ueous acetone a~ ~ol~ento Under these conditions a 
lo~er proportion of acetone resulted in precipitation of the dyeo 
Coupler solutions,~ere prepared in a standard phosphate buffer 
(measured pH~ 7o9) comprising KHzP04 and Na2HPo4 (Oo025M in eachp 
5~ aqueous acetone solvent) and reactions carried out under first~ 
ordeT conditions ((coupler1 ~(diazo))o The five=or~so individual 
kinetic runs required to provide a good average rate const~~t Here 
carzi~ out using the same dia~oniurn ion solutiono On average five 
runs took lesa than 15minso to c~y out a~~ so the diazoniurn ion 
solution Has never more than about 30minso oldo No appreciable dec= 
omposition ~as observed over this period ~hen the solution Has 
monitored in a recording spectrophotometero Again 9 the only ex~eption 
to this ~as the 4=formyl eouplero In this case fresh diazonium ion 
solutions ~ere prepared for each individual kinetic run 9 since five 
repe~ts Hould have taken ~bout 90minsoin all cases the pH of the 
reaction mixture Has checked and alHays fell into the range 7 o85= 
7 o92o For the 4=ea.rboxylate and 4=Sulphonate couplers it Has nee= 
essary to ~just the pH of the coupler solution by the addition of 
~ small amount of anhydrous sodium carbonateo During p!"eliminary 
Bork to determine a useful pH for the study of these reactions it 
Has noticed that acidification of a borate=buffered reaction solution 
(pH 10) resulted in the disappearance of the bright red colouration 
originally attributed to the dyeo This occ~ed even Bhen the reaction 
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mixture ~as allo~ed to stand overnight and acidified the next day. 
This ~ed compound may have been di~zohyd~oxideP acidification of 
loss of eolo~a On acidifieation of the phosphate=buffered reaction 
mixtures the ~ed eolouration ~emained ru1d so complication.'!! due to 
formation of unreactive diazohyd~oxide can be rul&d outo 
6. 7 a4 Determination of Dye E. o 
--~----~~------------~~max--
It ~as originally intended to determine the dye yields from 
these ~eactions using a scanning UV/VIS spectrophotometer and 
measurir~ absorbance values from the spectra. This requires the 
~ledge of the extinction coefficient (C P c.f. Beer=~~bert 
'-'max 
la~). The details of the determination of €max are presented here~ 
although yields ~ere later measured by the more accurate method of 
EPLC (see section 6o7a7). 
Consider the Beer=Lambert la~: A aEci ~~here A~ absorbaoce, 
€, ~ extinction coefficient 9 c :a concent~ation 9 and 1. ~ path ler.gtn 
g lcmo A· plot of A vs c ~ill l:'esul t in a straight line of slope €, o 
Absorbance values ~el:'e measured at four concentrations of dye in 5~ 
aqueous acetone at the absorption maximum of 493nm. Each individual 
absorbance value in the table beloB is an ave~age of trxee seperate 
determinations. From the slope of the graph C:max = 38250. 
{lo~10 E.max = 4.58). 









6. 7 .; High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPlC). 
This section describes the hard~are used in the dete~ination 
of coupling reaction yields~ and the general 9 housekeepi~~' required 
for the ~stem to function properly. Eelo~ is a diagra~atic repres= 
antation of the set=up 9 ~here solid lines represent electrical co~r.p 
unication and broken lines represent solvent flo~. 
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Ths main component of the system is the Data ~~ster ~hich 
controls tho vaxious p@ripheralsv ioeo ~~ps~ fraction collector 9 
and printero The components of ih® ~ystem are iiEmisGd belo~ 9 givir~ 
act&ils of their spscifie f~t!ono 
~) SOLVENT 
Generally 9 aqueous=erganic solvents are used for reverse~phase HPLC 
(ioeo polar mobile phase 9 non=polar stationary phase) o The organic 
solvent chosen for the present ~ork Bas acetone 9 since this ~as 
used as the reaction solvent and avoids the possibility of a solvent 
peak in the chromatogram. The t~o solvents {~ater and acetone) are 
stored in separate reservoirs MO. dra'l:ffl up by seperate pumps. The 
iYO solvent streams then pass through a mixer ~nd ~merge as a homo= 
geneous mixed solvent ~hich then continues through the injection 
valve 9 ~here the sample is introduced 9 and onto the column. It is 
vital that the solvents used in HPLC generally are of very high purity 
and free from particulate matter ~hich may da~Age pump seals ar~ valves. 
For this reason ~ater is double=distilled and organic solvents are 
filtered using a membrane filtero EPLC grade solvents are recotnr.l~nded 
as these are free from trace organic impurities which may a.!fect peak 
areas at short wavelengthso However 9 AnalaR grade acetone ~s found 
to be satisfacto~ at the longer wavelengths used in the present 
Barko Solvents must be degassed to avoid post=eolumn (ioeo pre= 
detector) degassing 9 which occurs ~hen the pressurised solvent 
{-20COpsi) ~erges from the column into the flow tubes to the det~ 
ector (atmospheric pressure)o 
b) PTJlVPS 
The present ~ork utilises the technique of Cradient Elution ~lC 9 
ioQo liquid chromatography in ~hich the solvent composition (in 
this e~se the ~~ier/~etone ratio) is varied dUring the runo This 
is ~hieved 9 maintaining a constant !lou rate of lcm3/minute 9 by 
v~ing the pu~ping rate of each pump (controlled electronically 
by the Data ~4ster)o For exa~plep a solvent ratio of lgl ~ould 
require each pump to operate at a flo~ rate of Oo5cm3/mino (total 
flo~ rate lcm3 /mino) 9 ldhereas for lOG% acetone the acetone pump 
Yould operate at lcm3/mino and the ~ater pump ~ould be idle. (vice= 
versa for 10~ Yate.r)o In betYeen these extremes the solvent comp= 
osition can be varied almost continuouslyo This gradient elution is 
extremely useful as it alloYS the relative retention times of several 
peaks in the chromatogram to be altered (since retention time depends 
upon solvent composition9 a~ngst other factors) allolding a good 
separation to be achieved by appropriate choice of gradiento The 
gradient profile is input to the Data ~aster via an Apple r.Ie comp= 
uter 9 \:!hich acts as the operator's interface Yith the system and 
allo\:!s the alteration of various parameters such as TUn time 9 flaY= 
rate 9 etco A typical chromatogram is shoun on the follo\;{ing page 9 
~ith the gradient profile ±ndicatedo A gradient uas used in this case 
to reduce the retention time of the dye 9 thus allowing a more rapid 
throughput of sampleso 
e) SA.""!PLES 
As ~ith solvents 9 s~~ples must be filtered prior to injection to 
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Seau~nce 1: 2 
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pE must be in the ~ange 2=8 to avoid degradation of the colurr~ 
p~cking m.ate~ia.l o Injection volwnes of 100}JJI. uere u.sed. in the 
p~esQnt worko In practisev ~pproximately lcm3 of ~~ple uas loaded 
onto a 10~ loop (~ eoil&d metal tube uhich holds the sampl~) 9 
tlhich th@n ov~floBed 'l;h:i;>c;rugh ~· vm-6 ~o I:Ja.S~®o This ensured that 
th® loop vas completely filled with sample and purged of any ~em= 
~ining solvent f~om the previous runo The loop Bas then connected 
to the solvent st:~:eam and the l'."'ln started o 
d) COLTW'N 
Reveise=phase chromatography involves the use of a polar mobile 
phase (solvent) ~nd a. non=polar stationary phase (adsorbent packing 
material)o In the present uork a lScm column packed vith Zorbax CDS 
(Octadecyl silane) uas usedo This ~etains the dye until the solvent 
composition is about 80~20 acetone~~ater (see chromatogram 9 previous 
page). In nor.nal~phase chromatog:t>aphy a non=polar solvent is used 
(e.g. methanol/hexane) and a polar stationary phase (silica). 
e) DEI'B:TOR and DATA ~!ASTER 
The detecto~ uas a nomal variable \:l'avelength UV /VIS souxce=detector= 
photomultiplier set~up. The electrical output frorn this \:las ~onitored 
b,y the Data Master and relayed to a printer 9 I:Jhich produced a chrom= 
atogram similar in form to that from a conventional ~ecorder=eoupled 
system. \fuen the set r..m=time had elapsed the Data ~aster then gen~= 
ated a report Yhich listed the various .parameters used etco and 
included a scaled plot of the chromatogramo The chromatogram on the 
previous page is a typical example of a. report of this type. 
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6o7o6 Dye Calibration Runs. 
In oroeb io wea..sure the coupling bCC!.(;tion yi<illd:s it 1:ftl.S 
ftGCG$~ to pE'®paJ:>e ~ standard cUb"\!'~ (pea.~ integr<!.ti.c:m vs dye 
©eneontr~tion) using the dye s.ynthesis~ a~ in section 6a7o2. 
This tovol~ed simply preparing solutions (in 5~ aqueous acetone) 
ef diff~ent concentrations and obtaining chromatogra~s. lCO~t 
sa.wples of each solution ~ere injected in triplicate to obtain 
~verage pe~~ integ=ation valueso The integration values obtained 
~ th® co~esponding concentrations are shoun in the following 
table and the g.!:'a!')h is sho~n on the followir.g pa.geo 






6o7o7 Yield Measurementso 
Reactant solutions ~ere prepa::;ed ~s described in section 6a7.3. 
Reactions were ca.rried out by mixing equal volumes, u:sua.lly lcrn3 ""' lcm3, 
D 182 CO 
0 1 2 3 4 
EPLC Dye Calibration 
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in ~ 10cm3 volumetric flask and then diluting to the marko Those 
~eactions~ith lo~ yields (f~int colour formation) ~er~ not dilutedo 
Each .r;-Ufi Ya.:::i c~ied out three ~imes and fo~ this purpose three 
~eaction solutions ue~e prepared using the same diazonium ~on solutiono 
These ~ere injected (100~!) onto the column to produce the chrom= 
~tograms from ~hich an average peak integration value was obtainedo 
The dye concentration in the diluted solution was then determined 
using the standard curve described above 9 and the dye yield from 
the reaction ~as then calculated using thiso Coupler concentrations 
Bere varied ([coupler) ~ x9 X/29 X/4) to determine the effect of 
this on the yieldo The results are presented in chapter 59 page 152o 
6o8 Treatment of Errorso 
In the preceding chapters errors in rate conatants a:e reported 
as standard deviations from the mean of at least three (usually five) 
individual kinetic runso For a finite ~~ber 9 n9 of observations 9 X9 
the sample standard deviation is defined byg 
Bhere ~ is the mean value of all observationso 
6o8ol ~ethod of Least Squares7o 
In co~elati~~ the mean rate constant values ~ith the corres= 
ponding independent variables (ioeo (amine) 9 (H?) 9 (x=) 9 oooetco) 
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the method of least squares lin~ ~egression analysis has been 
@,00 jJ in the equa.tio.n y i 8 a. ~ f:>Tt.i 0 "'here in this ca:'lle y 1 !5 
synonymous uith k
0 
and Tt.i uith the indepe.ndent variableo In othe~ 
uords 9 ue uish to fit the 0 best 0 str~ight line to the data 9 uhe~e Ol 
is the intercept and f3 is ths slope of the lineo The regression line 
is regarded as having the best fit to the data uhen the values of 
oc and j3 are chosen to minimise the sum of the squares of the deviat= 
ions of the points ( xi 9 y1 ) f~om the line: 
l'i\ 
S ~ I: ( y i = CX. = foXi )2 
i•1 
For S to be a m.inilDWTl b S/6r:t. ~ b S/6f3 >n 0 and 9 ~eplacing CL. and 8 I 
by the~ estimates a 2nd b ue have: 
L(Y=~=bx) ~ 0 
I x< y = ~ = bx ) a o 
The oobscripts i ue dropped since the summation:~ are assumed to 
be ovexo all m observationso Rearrangement of these gives the sim= 
ultaneous equations: 




ffil_Zl = l_J?.L_! 
'!:) 0 0 best 0 slopG f).IJ!.2 <IJ?.)2 8 
from (6o5): 
~ 2Y biz 0 
n 
= y and = z are mean valueso 
For those plots Bhich pass through the origin Be minimise 
~nd hence: 
~z( y = bx ) § 0 
2 
= DE ) i 
For ~ linear transformation involving the reciprocal form of ~ 
rate Gquation this method is unsatisfactory because of distortion 
of tho s~or span du@ to reciproc~tion and the bias this places 
on points at higher values of 1/(k~)o To overcome this ~roblern 
~®ighied least squares lin0~ re~cssion ~nalysis i~ llSeda 
6o8o2 ~eighted Least Squares Linear Regression Analysis8 o 
~~~ reciprocals of experimentally determined = and error 
~rone = data causes distortion Bhich can lead to erroneous slope 
and intercept values but Bhich can be overcome by suitably Beighting 
the regression lineo The optimum regression line is thus the one 
that minimises the Beighted sum of the squares of the deviations: 
f'l'l 
S a Il1i( yi =CL~~xi )2 
i·l 
The normal equa tiona v in terms of c. and b 9 are noB: 
l1hich can be solved for a and b to give: 
= 
a Y 
= !etr = 
The most efficient statistical ~eighting f~ctorp in the case of a 
linear tr~nsformation of the type carried out in the present Yorkp 
Yhere 0 2 
vi is the variance of the original velocity v1 deter= 
mined at a substrate concentration (s.lo The Y~ighting factor 
l' 
indicates that the double=reciprocal plot is increasingly Yeighted 
as the velocity increases (ioeo ~t lo~ l/(s]) 9 thus offsetting the 
bias in the ~sighted lineax- regression at loY values of v 
(ioeo at high 1/(s))o 
When usicg this method it must be borne in mind that any point 
l:fith a larga error \:fill l:feight the curve unduly in its favouro Using 
a computer program= a FORTRAN listing of Yhich (taken from reference 
8) l:fas translated into BASIC for the purposes of the present \:fork = 
Yaighted least squares linear regression analysis l:fas carried out 9 
removed and the ramaining data reprocessedo This cycle l:fas repeated 9 
®ach time removing the Borst point (if nGCessaey) from the remaining 
data until a Student t=Test shol:fed no significant difference betBeen 
the slope and intercept values calculated using n (say) pointsP and 
those calculated using n = 1 points (ioeo ~orst point removed)o 
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Spectroscopy'0 
15a05a85 ,'? Dro JoEaPacker (Auekland 9 N~ Zealand) 
'
0Studies of Free Radical Reactions in Aqueous Solution 
using Ionising Radiation" 
17o05a85 Profo IoDo Bro1;1n (McMaster University 0 Canada) 
"Bond Valence e,s a Model for Inorganic Chemistry10 
2la05o85 ~ Dro DoLoHo Williams (Durham) 
"Chemistry in Colour" 
22o05o85 ~o Mo Hudlicky (Bl&cksburg 9 USA) 
~eferantial Elimin&tion of Hydrogen Fluoride from 
Vicinal Bromofluoro=Compounds 
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22o05o85 ~ Dro Ro Grimmett (Otago 0 N~ Zealand) 
'
0Some Aspects of Nucleophilic Substitution in 
Imid~zole~•u 
04o06o85 Dro PoSo B@lton (Food RGS0arch Institute0 NorBich) 
'
0tuw.lytical PhotoQcoust ic Sp®ctroscopy '0 
13o06o85 Dro Do ~oolins (Imperial College0 London) 
'~etal=Sulphur=Nitrogen Complexes'' 
14o06o85 ~ Profo Zo Rappoport (Hebr~ Univarsity 0 Jsrusalem) 
~he Rich Mechanistic World of Nucleophilic Vinylic 
Substi iution'v 
l9o06o85 Dro ToNo Mitchell (Dortmund) 
'
0So!ile Synthetic and .NMR=Spectroscopic Studies of 
Orga.notin Compounds" 
26o06o85 ~ Profo Go ShaB (Bradford) 
'
0Synthetic Studies on Imidazole Nucleoe~ides and thiS 
Antibiotic Coformycin" 
12o07o85 ~ Dro Ko Laali (Hydrocarbon Res~Sarch !nstitute9 
University of Southern California) 
"Recent Developments in Superacid Chemistry and 
Mechanistic Considerations in Electrophilic Aromatic 
Substitutions 9 A Progress Report" 
Lectures organised by Durham University Chemical Society during 
the pariod October 1982 = September 1985 
14ol0o85 ~ Mro Fo Shenton (County Analyst 9 Durham) 
~here is Death in the Pot" 
Prof o MoF o Lappert FRS (Sussex) 
'~he Chemistry of soma Unusual Subvalent Compounds 
of the Main Group IV and V Elements'' 
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04o!lo82 ~ Dx'o DoHo 1:J:!lli~ (Cambx':!.dge) 
wstudiss on the Struct~es ~nd Modes of Action of 
Antibiotics0a 
~o Jo Cs@ffip (ICI plc) 
WL~.!1l~~ in Inlimsrt:cy ro 
(Joint L®Ct~e Biih ihe Society of Chemical Indusi:cy) 
Dx'o D.Ho Rich&ros (PERMEv MoD) 
~erminally FUnctio~l Polym~~ = their Synthesis and 
Uses" 
Prof o DoBoAo Sharp (Glasgo'\:!) 
waome Redox Reactions in Fluorine Chsmistryw 
Dro Ro Manning {Zoologyv Durhmm) 
wMolscular Mscha.nisms of Ho~one Actionoa 
10o02o83 ~ Sir Go Alle~ (Unilev®r Ltd) 
V11 v u oK 0 ° Rsstsarch IV 
Prof o AoGo MacDiarmid (Pennsylvania) 
WMeiallic Covalent Polymers {SN)x and (CH)x and their 
Derivatives'0 
(RSC Centenary Lecture) 
03o04o8} ~ Profo AoCoTo North (Leeds) 
rorhe Use of a Computer Display System in Studying 
Molecul&r Structures and InteractionsK 
20ol0o83 ~ Profo RoBo Cundall {Salford) 
'
1Explosives90 
Dro Go Richards (Oxford) 
wQuantum Pharmacology oa 
l0ollo8} ~ Profo JoHo Ridd (UCL) 
10Ipso=Attack in Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution'0 
:!Eo J o ~isorn (Sts:ding Organic) 
wAppl:l.sd Chemistry rui!. the P~eutic&l Industry" 
(Joint Lsct~e tlith th® Sqci®ty of Chemic~l Xnd~try) 
Prof o Do.&o Kill$ (X.i~~pool) 
wchamistcy in 2=Dimeru::doxw'0 
O~ol2o83 ~ Dro JoDo Coyl~ (Th® Op®n University) 
mrhe Problem l;l'i th Sunshine'0 
Profo To1o Blundell (Birkbeck College 9 London) 
wBiological R®Cognition g Interactions of M&cro= 
molscula.r Surfacea00 
Profo NoBoHo Jo~than (Southampton) 
~hotoelectron Spectroscopy = a Ra.dicru. Approach'0 
Profo Do Phillips (The Royal Instjtution) 
"L'Wilinsscence runi Photochemistry = A Light Enter= 
tail'mlent" 
Profo FoGoAo Stone FRS (~istol) 
'~he Use of Ca.rbene and C&rbyne Groups to Synthesise 
Metal Clusters" 
(The ~addington Msmorial Lectur@) 
Profo AoJo Leadbetter (Rutherford Appleton Labso) 
''Liquid Cryatalsrv 
Prof o Do Ch&pman (Royal Free Hospital School ef 
Msdicine9 London) 
0~hospholipids and Biomembra.nes 9 B&sic Science and 
futura Techniques" 
Prof o Ro Schmidbaur (Munich) 
'~lides in the Coordination Sphere of a Metal g 
Synthetic 9 Structural 9 and Theoretical Aspects" (RSC Centenary Lecture) 
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18ol0o84 -¢> Dro No Loga.n (Nottingham) 
'
1N2o 4 a.nd Rocltst fuelQw 
D~o VoJo Foaat (D~h~m) 
90Syuthes!s of Conj~tro 'l?olymer~o Hol1 &rui Bhy?'0 
Profo BoJo Ayl®tt (~esn Maxy Collsgs 9 London) 
wsnicon = Ds&d Common or Re.f!nsd.?'0 
15ollo84 -0> ~ofo BoTo Golding (N~castle upon Tyne) 
'~hs Vitmmin B12 Mysteryvu 
22ollo84 -0> Profo DoTo Cl&rk (XCI N~ Science Group) 
10Structure9 Born:l!ng9 Re&ctivity 9 a.rn:l Synthesis as 
Revealed by ESCAw 
(RSC Tildsn L0eture) 
29ollo84 -0> Profo CoJoMo Sterling (University College of NOrth 
l:Jales 9 E2.ngor) 
~~olscules Taking the Strainrn 
Pl:o.f o RoDo Chambers (Durham) 
0l1'he Unusual l:Jorld of Fluor:l.ne111 
Dro AoKo Covington (N~castle upon Tyne) 
"Chsmist:cy l1ith Chips" 
Dro MoLoHo Green (Oxford) 
01Na.lted Atoms and Negligee Ligands'0 
07o02o85 -0> Profo Ao Ledwith (Pilkington Broso) 
i~Gless &a e. High Tachoology Material" 
(Joint L0eture with the Society o.f ©hemical Industry) 
14o02o85 -0> Dro JoAo Salthouse (Manchester) 
'
0Son et Lwniere00 
2lo02o85 ~ Pro.fo PoMo Maitlis FRS (Sheffield) 
9:Jhat Use is Rhodiwn?'0 
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07o03o85 ~ D~o PoBo Aikins (OEfo~d) 
~Ggnsi:!.c R~ctions10 
First Y~ Induction Cous®9 Octobs~ 1982 
This cour8e consisted of B ~sX'i0a of on~a=ho~ lsciUX'es on the 
~~ieee a~ailable in the ID®pertm0nto 
3o Electrical Applie.nces ru1:d Infr&=Rsd Spectroscopy 
4o Chromato~aphy and Micro&nalysis 
5o Atoruc Absorption IMld Innrganic Analysis 
6o Library Facilities 
7o Mass Spectrometry 
8o Nucle&r MaJ.gnstic Resona.nce 
9o Glassblo~ing Techniques 
=0= 
